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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM
I. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM
Since there are few, if anjç sources that can guide 
the superintendent, principal, or teacher in the selection 
of audio-visual equipment, this thesis is designed mainly 
for the use of school personnel inexperienced in the selection 
of such equipment. The selection of audio-visual equipment 
for the schools of the state of Montana is of utmost im­
portance. Selection of the best possible types of equipment 
is extremely necessary. Only a few personnel who possess 
the qualifications necessary to select quality audio-visual 
equipment are available in Montana. The usage of selected 
pieces of equipment for particular schools is not always the 
best. A limited number of non-commercial equipment manuals 
showing up-to-date equipment manufactured by audio-visual 
producers is available.
II. THE PURPOSES OF THE STUDY
The purposes of this study are; (1) to provide for 
school personnel inexperienced in the selection of audio­
visual equipment a means of selecting audio-visual equipment 
for school use, (2) to aid in the evaluation and selection
(1)
(2 )
of audio-visual projection equipment,(3) to correlate types 
of selected audio-visual equipment with their usage in the 
schools, and (4) to provide photographs of selected types 
of projection equipment for identification purposes.
III. ASSUMPTIONS
This thesis was written assuming that a need existed 
for a guide in the selection and usage of audio-visual pro­
jection equipment, due to the fact that little if any infor­
mation is available to provide school personnel inexperienced 
in the selection of audio-visual equipment with the necessary 
data. Picutre equipment identification, buttressed with 
descriptive evaluation, is assumed to be the best means avail­
able for selecting new audio-visual aid equipment, outside of 
primary equipment visualization.
IV. SCOPE
This thesis is designed mainly for the use of school 
personnel inexperienced in the selection of audio-visual 
equipment, and will provide a non-commercial evaluation of 
electrically projected audio-visual equipment.
V. LIMITATIONS
This study will be limited to the following pro­
jection equipment:
(1) Slide projectors - 16mm, split 35mm, 2 x 2 ,
(3 )
X si, 2 3/4 X 2 3/4 , and 3i x 4 ;
(2) Film strip projectors - 35mm single and double 
frame ;
(3 ) Movie projectors - 8mm and 16mm;
(4) Overhead projectors;
(5) Opaque projectors;
(6) Special projection equipment.
The contents of this thesis will be limited to 
materials supplied by manufacturers of audio-visual projec­
tion equipment and the related literature found in current 
periodicals, equipment guides, and related audio-visual 
textbooks. The method of evaluation of projection equipment 
will be limited to the experience of that of the author, 
professional audio-visual personnel, and available audio­
visual equipment suppliers. Not necessarily all audio-visual 
equipment manufacturers will be represented, due to the 
rapid growth of the concerns producing audio-visual equipment. 
Photographs will be limited to representative types of equip­
ment and will not be inclusive of all makes and models due 
to cost and unnecessary photographic repetition. Only those 
audio-visual manufacturers responding to a form letter re­
questing information on audio-visual projection equipment 
can be considered in the development of the thesis. See the 
appendix for the contents of the form letter.
71. PROCEDURES
The form letter was sent to all known manufacturers
(4 )
of projection equipment as taken from the following sources:
(1) Mannino, Phillip. A.B.C.*s of Audio-Visual Equipment
and the Projectionist^s Manual. Second edition. 
Pennsylvania: M.O* Publishers State College, 1958,
(2) Department of Audio-Visual Instruction. Convention and
Exhibit, Lexington hotel. Minneapolis, Minn.„ 1958.
(3) National Audio-Visual Association, Inc. Fairfax,
Virginia *
(4) Photo Dealer’s Directory Issue, Vol. 24, No. 4, New York,
 T g m : ------------------- ---------
Current textbooks, periodicals, and manuals were 
searched for information regarding the selection and usage 
of audio-visual projection equipment.
Photographs of various types of audio-visual projec­
tion equipment were taken during visits to audio-visual 
conferences and audio-visual dealers in the Northwestern 
area.
VII, DOCUMENTATION OF SPECIAL LITERATURE
Special literature in this thesis pertains to 
material supplied by projector manufacturers, distributors 
of projection equipment, and the National Audio-Visual 
Association. The specifications and prices of the projec­
tion equipment analyzed have been drawn from the special 
literature. Comments and explanations about the specifica­
tions are those of the author,
VIII. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Airequipt magazine. A slide film magazine contain-
(5)
ing 36 slides that may be shown s emi-automat lea lly or auto­
matically depending on the style of changer used.
Amplifier. This is a device for increasing or de­
creasing the amount and quality of sound to enter a speaker.
Aperture. An aperture is an opening of most any 
size used in conjunction with lenses, films, or viewing 
areas.
Arc projector. A  projector that uses a carbon arc 
as a source of light rather than a standard tungsten lamp.
Automatic conveyors. This apparatus allows material
to be automatically rolled through the projection aperture 
of the projector.
Bantam slide. This is an oversized 828 film mounted
in a 2 X 2 inch slide mount with a slightly enlarged opening.
Coated lens * A lens whose air surfaces are specially 
coated to reduce surface reflection and in turn to increase 
the lens speed.
Condens er. A lens used to concentrate light rays on 
a specific area.
Conversion lens. This is a special lens used with 
2i X 2^ inch slide projectors when projecting 2 x 2  inch 
slides to increase the size of the projected image.
Die-cast aluminum. A light weight material used in 
the production of projector housings.
Exciter lamp. A lamp which activates the optical 
sound track.
(6)
"f" stops or numbers ; Photographic terminology 
which indicates the amount of light that can pass through a 
given lens is measured in '̂ f" stops. e.g: f 2.8 stop allows
more light to pass through a lens than an f 8.0 stop.
Film image. The area taken in by a projected piece 
of film is ths film image.
Film magazine. An apparatus designed to hold a 
definite amount of film for the purpose of continuous op­
eration.
Focal distance. Focal distance is the distance be­
tween the projector lens and the screen on which it is 
focused.
Full automat ic. The projector is controlled with an 
automatic time clock set at pre-determined intervals.
Governor. A device that is used to control motor 
speed of the projector for accurate operation.
Hand regulator. An electrical device, operated by a 
hand dial, used for controlling the number of frames per 
second viewed from a movie projector.
Lip synchronization. Lip synchronization means 
actual sound and lip movement that occur at exactly the same 
time.
Magnetic sound. Magnetic sound is an electrically 
recorded sound track that requires special recording and 
playback equipment.
Manual. This means that one slide is changed at a
(7)
time by hand.
Mounted slide. Any slide surrounded by metal, card­
board, or plastic is called mounted.
Non-transparent material. This is an object such as 
a book that cannot be seen through or that light will not 
clearly pass through.
Objective carriers. These are used to accomodate 
several objective lenses.
Objective Lens. The optical unit mounted in the 
projector v̂ ĥich makes possible the formation of a sharp 
image on the screen.
Ocular. The eye piece of a mioroprojector that 
makes possible standard microscope usage, as well as projec­
tion.
Opaque projector. A projector designed to project 
non-transparent or opaque materials on a projection screen.
Optical sound. Optical sound is a photographically 
printed sound track that is activated by the transmission 
of light.
Overhead projector. A projector designed to show 
transparent or translucent materials, of a larger size than 
the ordinary slides, over the heads of the audience.
Permanent lubrication. Factory lifetime oiling of 
a projector means that the projector has been permanently 
lubricated.
Plastic or cellophane roll. This is a clear trans-
(8 )
parent material used to write on that passes from one side 
of the projector to the other.
Platen * The platen is a device used to hold materials 
to be projected.
Primary equipment visualization. The actual visual­
ization of equipment under the conditions which it will be 
used.
Hear screen projection. Projection through the re­
verse side or from behind a translucent screen, constitutes 
rear screen projection.
Semi-automatic. Electric operation by push button 
or by hand operated magazines in the projection of slides 
means semi-automatic.
Single frame stereo slide. This is one half of a 
mounted stereo slide.
Slide magazines. Devices to hold slides for 2 x 2  
inch projection are called slide magazines.
Sounds tripe. Magnetic iron oxide stripes applied to 
16mm film comprise the soundstripe.
Split 55mm. This is one half the size of a full 
size 35mm slide or filmstrip.
Super slide. A slide that is an oversize 127 film
mounted in a 2 x 2 inch slide mount with an enlarged opening.
Tachistos cope. This is a device for controlling the 
length of time light is to be flashed on a screen.
Variable rheostat. A control device that enables the
(9)
operator to make adjustments in the speed of projector 
operation.
Wattage. The number of units of electrical power 
used in measuring projection lamps-
Zoom lens. A lens capable of rapidly changing its 
focal length has been termed a "zoom" lens.
CHAPTER II 
8MM AND 16MM MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS
I . INTRODUCTION
A world of automation, coupled with new techni­
cal discoveries, has compelled teachers, administra­
tors, and supervisors to turn to instructional materials and devices developed for showing motion,^
8mm Motion Picture Projectors. In discussing 8mm
motion picture projectors for audio-visual usage, projectors
that can be adapted for sound use and the newer models with
automatic threading will be considered. Consideration is
given to this amateur area of projection due to the growth
of the products and availability of 8mm camera equipment to
educators throughout the country.
Some progress has been made in synchronizing 
magnetic recording with 8mm motion pictures. When 
this possibility has been developed, 8mm sound film 
may find a place in the schools equivalent to that 
now occupied by the 16mm sound films.^
Through the experiences and travels of the teacher 
motion pictures can be brought into the classroom at a frac­
tion of the cost of a commercial product. The teacher,
^Ben E. Holland, Horace C. Harts ell, and Raymond L. 
Davidson, Audio-Visual Materials and Devices(revised edition; 
Lubbock, Texas: Rodgers Litho, 1S58), p. 87.
^Ibid., p. 93.
(10)
(11)
equipped with an 8nm movie camera, could photograph his own 
travels and thus add his own comments during the projection 
of the film to bring further understanding to a particular 
subject being studied. Newly created sound 8mm motion pic­
ture projectors could also be used by the teacher. The 
selection of the 8mm projector has become a real problem as 
the market grows each day with additional products. Many 
of these products are inferior and would never stand the use 
given them by a school system. The more durable a product 
is, the better it will be for school use. Many features 
must be considered in order to assure that the equipment to 
be purchased is useable for the selected purpose. Auto­
matic features of simple threading would seem to be very 
important, in that anyone can run this style of projector 
with little if any explanation of its operation. Possibly 
more important to the field of 8mm motion picture projection 
is the adoption of sound, for with sound another communica­
tive medium is being used. The experience of adding sound 
to a movie taken on a fieldtrip and used in future years 
as a review or as an introduction to a lesson may well pro­
duce a lasting image in the mind of the student. Addition­
al knowledge is gained by the teacher and student in the 
preparation of a sound tape to accompany the movie. That 
trip that Miss Jones took to Europe last year can be shown 
to the students of art, foreign language, history, and 
music each with a different sound track stressing the subject
(12)
at hand and stimulating the memory of the student. Once 
begun, the film can be added to, changed, copied, and 
circulated to other schools in the area.
In selecting 8mm motion picture projection equipment 
consideration must be given to the projection lamp, insuring 
that adequate illumination is assured for the length of the 
projection throw. One of the best ways to test the projec­
tion throw is to have a demonstration of a particular type 
of equipment in the room where projection is to take place. 
Don't be fooled by carefully written advertising claiming 
almost impossible results. The optical system, including 
the condensing lenses, heat absorbing glass, and the 
objective lens itself must be of a quality satisfactory to 
the demands placed on the projector. Lenses of varying 
focal length must be available so that projectors can be 
used in large as well as small rooms. A rugged, sturdy, 
projector is always a better buy when a piece of equipment 
is apt to be handled by several different operators and must 
last over a number of years. Ease of handling and simplicity 
of design help to assure smooth operation and will increase 
the life of the projector.
All of the foreign made projectors discussed in this 
first chapter have distributors in the United States. Their 
addresses can be found in the bibliography.
16mm Motion Picture Projectors. The progressive 
development of motion pictures from 35mm to 16mm and more
(13)
recently to 8mm has placed the majority of the school projec­
tion burden on the 16mm motion picture projector. Conse­
quently, the development of projectors by manufacturers has 
been in the direction of 16mm. According to Holland,
Harts ell, and Davidson, improvements began in the fall of 
1932 when Alexander Victor announced the availability of a 
projector and camera for making home m o v i e s W i t t i c h  and 
Schuller have indicated that several projectors, during 
recent years, have been adapted for use in the classroom.
Such projectors are, first of all, light in 
weight for easy carrying, or they may be mounted on 
rolling projection stands so that they can be 
moved easily from classroom to classroom. Good 
sound systems and light sources in projectors 
allow motion pictures to be projected effectively in any classroom in which the light can be controlled 
by blinds, shades, or drapes.
With the improvements made in the modern day 16mm 
optical system there is no need for a poor selection of 
optical lenses. Objective lenses of varying focal lengths 
have overcome, at least to a certain extent, the constant 
changing of projection lenses or moving of the projector 
or screen to achieve the best possible picture. % e  quality 
of lenses today has almost completely eliminated distortion 
and discoloration found in some of the early products.
Optical systems basically consist of a reflector for throw­
ing the light in one direction, a condenser for condensing
^Holland, Hartsell, and Davidson, op. cit. , p. 92.
^Walter A. Wittich and Charles ?. Schuller, Audio- Visual Materials Their Nature and Use(second edition; New” 
York Harper Æ Brothers,
(14)
the light on a small area, a heat absorbing glass, to help 
protect the film, and an objective lens for focusing the 
i m a g e  on the screen. Each of these basic parts may be 
used differently in one projector or another, but the re­
sult on the projection screen is what should interest the 
purchaser. Actual testing with a film of a known quality is 
one of the best ways to be assured that the optical system 
and its associated projection lamp is doing the job designed 
for the projector and solving the projection needs.
The cooling system must be so designed to protect 
the optical system, projector, and film. If the wattage 
of a particular projection lamp is great, then a forced air 
cooling system will probably be necessary. One of the new­
est means of reducing the amount of heat is through the use 
of a projection bulb with a built-in reflector. By using 
these new projection lamps the wattage has been decreased 
and the amount of reflected light increased. This in turn 
means smaller, less noisy, motors for cooling the projector. 
Through use of this new style lamp actual projection cost 
will be cut and the weight of the new styled projectors 
greatly reduced. A three position switch (off, motor, lamp) 
will insure proper cooling and increase lamp life. One 
should always allow the projector to cool completely before 
enclosing the projector in its case.
Wittich and Schuller in discussing selection of 
16mm motion picture projectors said;
(15)
Differences in price exist because of such 
factors as quality of workmanship, sound output, amount of light that falls on the screen, quality 
of the lens system, sturdiness and design of the 
carrying case.
Sound systems found in the various models of 16mm 
projectors are all basically the same for optical sound. 
Optical sound, as the name indicates, uses an optical lens, 
a light source, and a photoelectric cell. The light source 
generally comes from a lamp known as the exciter lamp.
Only in a few cases does the projection lamp act as the 
exciter lamp. The exciter lamp does as its name implies and 
passes a beam of light through the lens and sound track area 
on a film so as to excite or activate the photoelectric 
cell. A good sound system should produce a pleasing sound 
track without distortion or variation in pitch or volume. 
This feature can be checked with a film of known quality.
One of the most usable developments of 16mm motion picture 
projectors is the provision for recording sound tracks. 
Magnetic sound recording is the answer to varied levels of 
teaching with the use of a single film. The teacher is able 
to place her comments at will on the film and gear the 
instructional level to her own students whom she knows much 
better than the commercial manufacturer. Magnetic record­
ing can be accomplished on sound or silent films after the 
films have been taken and processed. A narrow strip of iron
^Wittich and Schuller, _o£. cit. . p. 369.
(16)
oxide is commercially placed on the film and from then on 
it is handled exactly like a tape for a standard tape re­
corder. The recording and playback device must be built 
into the projector in order to accomplish the desired result. 
The buyer should be careful when purchasing a projector to 
insure that both recording and playback mechanisms are 
present. Some projectors, equipped with playback devices, 
do not have a recording unit.
With the varying capabilities of 16mm projectors, 
such as continuous operation and rear screen projection, 
the selection of a projector serving only one purpose may be 
unwise when only a single projector can be purchased. Dual 
purpose projectors on the whole are quite usable, but they 
do have limitations and the selection of a particular style 
of projector must be based on the school’s needs. Most of 
the dual purpose projectors are not designed to be used with 
large groups due to inadequate light from 300 or 500 watt 
projection lamps and small built-in rear screens for projec­
tion in rooms that cannot be darkened. Each machine has a 
definite purpose and when used for the purpose designed by 
the manufacturer the results as a teaching medium are more 
nearly assured.
Selecting a projector that is easy to thread is not 
as great a problem as some projector manufacturers would 
make of it. Wittich and Schuller have the following to say
(17)
about threading;
Because most modern sound projector film "threading" paths are clearly marked by raised 
metal or painted guidelines, most teachers will 
find that after 10 or 20 minutes of practice they 
can thread the projector and set it in motion properly.^
To choose a projector merely because it is easy to thread is 
not wise. Due to certain sound systems some projectors are 
more difficult to thread than others, but some of these 
projectors are capable of better sound reproduction. An 
operation manual is really not so difficult to read if first 
the operator makes up his mind to try to understand the 
operation of the projector.
. . . remember the manufacturer knows more
about his machine than you do. Make three copies 
of the directions and if possible, paste one copy 
in the projector case, paste another on a heavy 
piece of cardboard and hang it in the equipment cabinet, and place the third copy in your lesson 
plan manual. The original may be placed in your 
file.'7
One of the best ways to choose a projector of any kind is to 
study the operation manuals. V/ith these manuals much can be 
discovered about projectors without ever seeing them. One 
need not be bothered with projectors that do not meet the 
requirements of your particular situation. Also by reading 
the manuals, the buyer is in a better position to ask
^Wittich and Schuller, _op̂. cit., p. 370.
^Kenneth B. Haas, and Harry (̂. Packer, Preparation 
and Us e of ^udio-Visual Aids ( third edition; New York;
F ^ n t i ce-Hal 1, Inc . , 1955} , p. 53.
(18)
intelligent questions of the salesmen selling the products.
Permanent lubrication of projectors has solved one 
problem that has plagued the equipment user for a number of 
years. Previously, over oiling caused more damage to the 
projectors than any other single problem. With sealed lub­
rication units, proper lubrication is assured, and more 
quiet operation is possible.
The amplifier and associated speaker must be care­
fully considered for the job they must perform. Larger 
speakers must be driven by larger amplifiers to develop the 
necessary volume and tone control to reach the audience. 
Rooms with poor accoustics require more sound in order for 
the audience to hear than those rooms with good accoustics. 
Most amplifiers have enough power to give full volume to 
their associated speakers without distortion, but will not 
drive additional speakers unless additional amplifiers are 
used. An extremely basic rule to follow is that a half watt 
of power is required to drive a one inch diameter of the 
speaker area.
II. 8MM MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS
Bauer Camera Company. The foreign made Bauer TIC
8mm projector is capable of both silent and sound projection
with the addition of the Bauer Soundcoupler K or S and the
use of a standard tape recorder. The projector itself is 
equipped with a IB volt 100 watt projection lamp, a. Duotar
(19)
f 1.5 20mm projection lens, and a plastic case which serves 
as a dust protector and as a means of elevating the projector 
so as to assure projection over the heads of the audience.
A motor driven rewind, 400 foot capacity, a projection lens 
of greater focal length (25mm), and a hand regulator for 
higher projection speeds comprise additional features for 
more convenient operation. An electrical governor'provides 
this projector with a constant running speed irrespective 
of fluctuations in the voltage of the line or in the period 
of projector warm up. With the hand regulator one can 
control, in conjunction with the governor, varying speeds 
of projection making possible the projection of 8mm copies 
from 16mm originals. Sound can be added through the use 
of the Soundcoupler K or S . The coupler is connected to 
the projector electrically and in turn is fastened to the 
tape recorder. In this manner the recording device can be 
some distance from the projector thereby eliminating any 
projector noise. With this type of electrical hookup 
synchronization is guaranteed and no alignment between the 
projector and the tape recorder is necessary. The sound 
recording medium controls the speed of the projector and 
by using the Soundcoupler S either 3 3/4 inches per second 
or 7 l/2 inches per second can be used with the turning of 
a switch.®
®Bauer Camera Co., Filming With _a Bauer (Pamphlet 
P37Q7K1B-3P90M6 Stuttgart, Germany), pp. 1-15.
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Bell and Howell. The Bell arid. Howell Auto Load Gum 
projector, model 353, is a fine example of an automatic 
threading projector. Simplicity of operation is maintained 
throughout the design of this projector. Ragged ends of 
film can be squared off on the built”in cutter* The film 
can then be automatically threaded through the sprockets 
and film gate. A two position switch allows the motor and 
lamp to be operated separately providing complete cooling 
and allowing threading to be accomplished without the burn­
ing of film. A special feature of this projector is the 
Bell and Howell 8mm Filmovara projection lens. With this 
f 1.5 Filmovara "zoom" lens, a variable focal length from 
15mm to 20mm can be accomplished by a single lens. This 
means that anywhere from 11 to 15 feet between a projector 
and a 40 inch screen the image will fill the screen without 
moving the projector. By turning the forward lens element 
the focal length of the lens can be controlled, thus making 
the picture size smaller or larger. The optical system is 
easily accessible for cleaning or bulb replacement. A 500 
watt lamp supplies adequate illumination and 400 foot reels 
allow shows of a half hour duration. Reverse, forward, and 
a clutch for still picture operation, make possible varying 
types of projection. This permanently lubricated projector 
will keep damaging oil away from the automatic features.
All die cast aluminum construction has helped to make a 
light weight rugged projector completely enclosed within its
(21.)
own case. The newer model of the -auto Load is the Lumina 
f 1.2 and the Super Auto Load model 370 and 363. The 
additional feature carried by the model 370 is a new f 1.2 
lens and the use of a new type of low voltage projection lamp, 
both of which help to increase the amount of illumination 
to reach the screen. A final additional feature is the 
variable speed control v\h ich allows the projectionist to 
control the speed at which the projector is operating.
With this’ feature speeds other than 16 frames per second 
(standard operation speed) can be achieved. The power 
cord automatically rewinds itself after each showing.
363 Y Filmovara; price $159.95. 370 Lumina; price $159.95.
353 Filmovara price $149.95.^
Eastman Kodak Company. One of the new, fully auto­
matic, 8mm projectors is the Eastman Kodak Company’s Show­
time projector, model A20 and A30. Simplicity of thread­
ing is achieved through an automatic threading device and 
possibly a new trend will be established that will venture 
into the 16mm projection area. With this new device the 
film is placed on the projector, the projector turned on, 
and the film ail placed in the feed slot. Automatically 
the film moves through the drive sprockets and gate, forming 
loops, and finally reaches the takeup spool. Both models
^Bell and Howell Company, Take "5" (Brochure); Bell 
and Howell Company, Dealer’s Equipment Catalog (Chicago, September, 1958), pp. 5-6.
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are equipped with f 1.6 Lumenized lens, permanent lubri­
cation, 400 foot film capacity, folding reel arms, built- 
in case with a snap-on cover. The operating controls are 
on a single illuminated panel providing forward, still, 
reverse action, and power rewind. Model A 20 operates on 
105-125 volts, alternating or direct current. This projec­
tor also has a variable speed adjustment to control any line 
voltage variation. A built-in Kodak Presstape Movie Splicer 
is also provided. A 20; price $;137.50. A 30: price
$167.5ol°
Eumig. One of the foreign built 8mm projectors to 
enter the field is the Eumig PS Imperial. With this projec­
tor one can provide sound to already existing motion pic­
tures taken by students, teachers, or professionals. By 
adding the Eumig Phonomat PS, lip synchronization is 
possible. The standard tape recorder provides the other 
necessary item for sound reproduction. The Eumig PS 
Imperial is equipped with an f 1.4 20mm coated Eupronar lens 
which will provide adequate illumination. Adjustment of the 
optical system can be made from the exterior of the pro­
jector thus making possible maximum brilliance at different 
projection distances. The projector is lightweight 
(13 lbs.) and quite compact when closed (8 1/2 x 5 x 8 l/4
l^Eastman Kodak Company, 8mm Kodak Cine and Brownie 
Movie Projectors (Brochure C3-162 Rochester, New York, 
March, 1959).
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inches). Low voltage (12 volts) lamps, much the same as 
those used in foreign car head lamps, are used as a light 
source. Alternating current is used with an adjustable 
switch TMaich will take 110, 125, 160, 220, or 240 volts 
without the need of changing the lamp. This feature 
of being able to control the voltage is not so important 
in the United States, but in Europe where the current fluc­
tuates from country to country and city to city it 3s extremely 
important. A standard room lamp can be plugged directly 
into the machine for the convenience of the operator. The 
room lamp automatically goes out when the projector is 
switched on. Four hundred foot spools can be used, provid­
ing the maximum length for 8mm motion pictures. Permanent 
lubrication of the motor bearings eliminates oiling to all 
but a few moving parts. The sound system for the Eumig P8 
Imperial is designed to operate with a tape recorder running 
at 3 3/4 inches per second. Neither the tape recorder or pro­
jector need be positioned relative to one another. A guide 
can be adjusted to lead the tape in the desired direction. 
Synchronization marks must be made on the film as well as 
on the tape. Once this is done all further synchronization 
is done by the projector automatically. This means of 
synchronization is good, in that the tape recorder controls 
the projector’s speed and operation. Whenever film and tape 
are played together in recording or playback the tape recorder 
"off-on" switch controls starting and stopping of the film
(24)
and tape. An automatic counter on the projector keeps 
track of the footage run through the projector thus making 
it possible to locate certain scenes or to follow a script 
accurately.
Paillard Ltd. The Paillard-Bolex MS projector is 
capable of silent or sound projection, through the addition 
of the MS Synchronizer. Light weight, compact (17 1/2 lbs. 
including the case), extremely simple threading, speed 
control adjustment, 400 ft. capacity, are some of the 
standard features offered by the Paillard-Bolex MS projector 
Lubrication of this projector need be made at only three 
points. A warning signal has been placed on this model to 
indicate inadequate cooling if the running speed of the 
projector drops to low. With this device there is no need 
ever to have a burned frame of film. Through the use of the 
automatic loop, former old films or those with slightly 
torn sprockets will continue to pass through the projector 
without stopping or breaking film. The projector provides 
a plug for a lamp which switches off automatically as pro­
jection begins and back on as tbs machine is stopped. The 
power supply can be varied from 110-250 volts on model M8R 
and from 110-125 on model MB. This is in keeping with most 
foreign made projection equipm'ent. A 500 watt swing out
llEumig, Phonomat PS (Brochure 1156-30E-74128 Vienna, 
A u s t r i a ) ;  Eumig, P8 /Lmp~e7i al (Brochure Y11.57 Vienna, 
A u s t r i a ) ;  Eumig, P8 (Brochure 457-10-E Vienna, Austria).
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projection lamp for easy changing provides adequate illum­
ination at 40 to 50 feet. With the availability of 25mm and 
33mm lenses projection in the classroom can be accomplished 
with few if any problems. Sound projection is accomplished 
with the addition of the MS Synchronizer and a standard tape 
recorder. The tape recorder controls the speed of the projec­
tor by use of the synchronizer producing a positive method 
of synchronization of picture and sound. Once the synchro­
nization marks have been placed on the picture, the record­
ing tape and the MB Synchronizer lined up with the tape 
recorder, and the Synchronizer mechanically linked to the
12projector standard tape recording procedures can be used.
Zeiss Ikon. The Movilux BA and B by Zeiss Ikon are
8mm motion picture projectors that can be synchronized for
sound projection. The Model BA uses a tape synchronizer
which screws into the Movilux, thus providing a synchronized
film and tape that are automatically controlled by the motor
of the tape recorder( any standard, 3 3/4 inches per second).
In this way a positive lip synchronization is assured. The
model SB uses a Moviphon twin track tape recorder ( 3 3/4
inches per second). With this instrument the operator can
record two separate sound tracks that can be played back
separately or mixed through any loudspeaker or amplifier 
system. Through the use of the Moviphon, music or voice can
^^Paillard, Ltd., 8mm Gine-Projector (Brochure M374 
Sainte -Croix, SwitzerlandJ,
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be played separately or together. The Moviphon is different 
from the tape synchronizer in that the Moviphon is driven 
by the Movilux projector. In other v̂ ords the projector is 
driving the tape recorder and providing the electrical 
current to perform this function. Wi th the Movilux 8A the 
tape recorder drove the synchronization mechanism, which in 
turn controlled the projector speed. By using the Movilux 
8B and Moviphon a standard tape recorder is not necessary. 
Both Movilux projectors have voltage selectors for 110 to 
240 volts alternating current. The model 8A is equipped 
with an f 1.3 20mm Sonnar lens and a 50 watt, 8 volt, low 
voltage, projection lamp. All moving parts are permanently 
lubricated. The Model 8B is equipped with an f 1.5 22mm 
Certar lens, a 50 watt 8 volt low voltage projection lamp, 
and permanently lubricated bearings. Adjustable projection 
speed up to 24 frames per second is possible with IVIodel 8B. 
Both models hold 400 foot spools.
III. 16MM MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS
Bell and Howell. Bell and Howell has provided the 
audio-visual user with several models of 16mm projectors 
with varying price ranges and uses.
The Eilmosound Specialist 398 is a 2000 ft. capacity,
^^Zeiss Ikon, Movikon 8 (Brochure 3516 Stuttgart, 
G e r m a n y ) ; Zeiss Ikon, Movilux 8A (Brochure 3528 Stuttgart, 
G e r m a n y ) .
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16mm sound and silent projector. The 5 x 7  inch oval speak­
er is self-contained as is the 10 watt amplifier. ^ 750 
watt projection lamp is supplied as basic equipment, but the 
projector can accomodate a 1000 watt lamp. forced air cool­
ing and an automatic safety shutter protect film from pro­
jection lamp heat. The 37 1/2 lbs of projector weight makes 
portability possible yet assures a strong durable projector, 
film threading is easily followed by using the permanently 
mounted threading chart on the projector door. An optical 
system that does not use mirrors or prisms assures the 
maximum transmission of light from a rhodium reflector and 
double condensers. Both condensers and the reflector have 
been individually pre-aligned. One of the newer features, 
permanent lubrication, makes this model and other Bell and 
Howell projectors a better piece of equipment for school use 
Bell and Howell has assured the users of 400 percent longer 
life on such critical film handling parts as the shuttle, 
side tension clips, and guide rails by the addition of a 
jeweled sapphire coating. These points of Vvear have posed a 
problem to the projector manufacturers for some time. By 
adding a sapphire coating to the metallic parts of the pro­
jector both the projector and film life have been increased. 
Another new feature available as standard equipment with 
this model is the filmovara "zoom” projection lens. '-.ith 
this lens a span of focal lengths from 1 3/4 inches to 2 1/4 
inches is available with the twisting of the front element.
(88)
This means that one lens can serve the purpose of several 
lenses of fixed focal length » For example, a 60 inch 
screen can be fhlded at any distance away from the projector 
from ^4 to 30 feet without moving either the screen or the 
projector. A standard 2 inch f 1.6 Super Proval lens is 
also available with the 398 A. Both the amplifier and 
speaker can be controlled and adjusted for room accoustics. 
The amplifier has been transistorized so that its ten watts 
of power can not drive an accessory 12 inch companion speak­
er with some wattage to spare. An oscillating stabilizer is 
used to keep film snug on the sound drum and to avoid sound 
flutter. Rewinding of film now takes a shorter time. For 
example, a one hour movie can be rewound in two minutes, and 
with the automatic rewind release the operator will never for­
get to disengage the rewind mechanism as was the case in the 
past. Once the rewind is completed the machine resets itself 
for forward operation. A single rotary control dial has 
taken the place of the older separate lamp and line switch
making it impossible to turn the lamp on before the motor
and fan are in operation. An optional accessory is the auto­
matic loop setter. With this device the lower loop need 
never be lost during the projection of a film. If the loop 
starts to slip the automatic setter will reform the loop and
continue the movie without a break. Another optional
accessory is the hour meter which counts the hours of machine 
operation. This accessory helps assure that machines are all
(^9)
used equally and that periodic cleanings and check ups can 
be maintained, A wide selection of coated projection lenses 
are available ranging from b/S inch to 4 inches for use with 
any Bell and Howell projector. A FilmoRama lens is available 
for wide screen Cinemascope type movies. Auxiliary 12 inch 
speakers and a 12 inch 25 watt power speaker and amplifier 
can be used in conjunction with any of the projectors to 
increase the sound output and tonal range. Padded covers 
can be purchased to protect projectors against dust during 
storage. By the use of a microphone any projector can be 
used as a public address system and with the addition of 
auxiliary speakers large auditorium audiences can be reached, 
398A: Price #459.95.^“̂
Bell and Howell’s model 399 16mm projector has most 
of the same features as the model 398A. Additional features 
of this projector are a 1000 watt projection lamp, reverse 
and still picture projection, a 15 watt amplifier, heat 
filter, hand crank, and frame counter. The optical system 
is designed to take a 1000 watt projection lamp thereby 
giving more brilliance to the pictures. Projection can take 
place in a room where some light is present as long as it 
does not fall directly on the screen. The ability of con- 
troling the direction of projection either forward or back­
ward and the stopping of a projector for study of a single 
frame have been desired projection and teaching devices
l^Bell and Howell (Brochure 4451 without title).
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since the production of the first projector. By using the 
clutch to halt the projection, and switching the projector 
from forward to reverse, a scene can be shown over and over 
again to stress a particular point. When the projector is 
stopped on a particular frame for study, heat is concentrated 
on that frame. This is where the new "cold glass" heat 
filter protects the film from burning by absorbing the heat 
before it reaches the film. The hand crank and frame 
counter operate simultaneously. Operation may be either 
forward or backward. With these devices critical study of 
any scene can be made by manual projection, and an accurate 
count of frames projected is possible. Time and motion 
studies can be easily made with such devices, thereby in­
creasing the usefulness of the projector. Play by play 
football, band formations, and other activities can be 
carefully studied and corrected or improved. 399; price 
$499.95.1^
Only a single change from the 398A and 39 9 need be 
noted on the Bell and Howell Filmosound 385 CR Specialist.
On this particular model the built-in 8 inch speaker is de­
tachable allowing the speaker to be removed from the projec­
tor and set some distance away. 385 CR Specialist: price 
99.95.^®
l^Bell and Howell (Brochure 4445 without title).
l^National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., The Audio- 
Visual Equipment Directory (Fairfax, Virginia: NationalAudio'^Visual Association, Ira , 1959), p.3
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Combining the features found in previously dis­
cussed Bell and Howell projectors, the Bell and Howell 
Filmosound 30S Magnetic Recording 16mm projector has the 
additional feature of magnetic recording on specially pre­
pared film. The capability of being able to add your own 
sound to existing silent or optically recorded sound tracks 
is one of the most useful teaching devices ever devised for 
16mm projectors. With several copies of the same film the 
sound track can be geared to the audience level for which 
it is to be shown. In time, as information changes, teachers 
can keep this information up to date by erasing and re-record­
ing the new information, A standard optical print can be 
soundstriped without damage to the optical track so as to 
allow the teacher to run a movie once with the original 
optical track or a second time with additional information 
added by magnetic sound as a review. Playback response is 
from 50 to 10,000 cycles which places this projector well 
within the present classification of high fidelity play­
back equipment. Through the use of an interlocking safety 
button accidental erasures can be avoided. Separate tone 
controls have been provided to adjust both the bass and 
treble tone quality for the best tonal balance. Twin record­
ing lamps are used to indicate average and peak recording 
levels. To keep annoying clicks out of the magnetic record­
ings a special amplifier circuit has been designed to mini­
mize control switching clicks. A monitor allows the operator
(32)
to listen to the recording white it is being made, assuring
that what is desired is being recorded and nothing else.
Simultaneaasly recording of voice and music can be made by
using the microphone and record player inputs. A sensitive
crystal microphone is a standard piece of equipment with
17all 302 models. 302; price $765.00.
The Civilian Jan 16mm sound projector built by Bell 
and Howell is extremely flexible. This projector has been 
built to the joint Army-Navy Specifications and is used as 
a standard piece of projection equipment by the armed 
services. For those schools that need a projector for audi­
torium use or for large assembly, the Civilian Jan answers 
the need. The projection demands placed on a military pro­
jector generally exceed the usual civilian demands, conse­
quently any demands made by a school system on a projector 
can be met with this projector. A series of lenses has been 
designed ranging from 1 1/2 inches to 4 1/4 inches in focal 
length all of #iich have an f 1.6 aperture. By using a 
lens aperture this great, much more light will reach the 
screen, therefore more brilliant pictures will result. With 
a 1000 watt projection lamp and the adjustment controls to 
align lamp filaments to the optical system, maximum light 
distribution is assured. The sound system is powered by a 
10 watt amplifier giving a frequency response from 80 to
^'^Bell and Howell (Brochure 4419 without title).
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8000 cycles. Sapphire inserts protect film from unnecessary 
friction and extend the life of the parts. 2000 foot reel 
capacity makes possible one hour viewing and with the addi­
tion of change-over controls reel after reel can be pro­
jected without a break in the movie. When change-over 
controls are needed two projectors must be used; the purpose 
of the control cord being to switch from one projector to 
another without interruption. Power rewinds speed the re­
turn of projected footage to the original reel without 
interchanging the position of the reels. Silent or sound 
film can be projected without any loss in fan speed, 
thereby maintaining proper cooling even when the projector 
is slowed down to 16 frames per second. Pictures remain 
flicker free due to a special shutter. The aperture plate 
can easily be removed for cleaning. A built-in loop setter 
means no stopping due to a lost loop. By pushing the button 
on the top of the projector the loop will reform itself auto­
matically. A built-in five inch speaker can be used as a 
standard speaker or as a monitor in conjunction with larger 
separate speakers. Five position tone control allows consid­
erable variation to suit the room in which projection is tak­
ing place. Controls are all grouped in the rear of the pro­
jector and can easily be reached with one hand. Lubrication 
is accomplished from one easy to reach oiling receptacle at 
the top of the projector. The case provides additional 
storage space for oil, belts, fuse, and reel arms. Three
(34)
models of the Jan are in production: the 614CB as described
above; the 614CBM which has the additional feature of repro­
ducing either optical or magnetic sound track by push button 
control; and the 614GBBM which projects optical sound, mag­
netic sound or silent film, and records magnetic sound on 
either silent or sound film. Any one of the above three 
models can be converted to each other by interchanging the 
sound reproducing head. 614GB: price $1,095.00.
614CBM: price $1,225.50. 614CBEM: price $2,240.00.^®
Busch Film Equipment Company. The Busch Film ard 
Equipment Company has in production the Busch Two-V'/ay pro­
jector model 6A. This dual purpose projector can be used 
to project on a built in 10 by 13 inch rear projection screen 
in addition to the usual forward projection to a regular 
size screen. The rear screen can easily be removed for use 
with larger models such as the Gineducator, built by Busch.. 
The projector mechanism is made by Eastman Kodak Company and 
is provided with such features as 2000 foot reel capacity,
750 or 1000 watt projection lamp, a 2 inch f 1.6 lens for 
standard projection, a l/2 inch f 2.4 lens for use with 
the built-in screen, self contained 6 inch speaker, and a 
7 watt amplifier. The machine is relatively portable, 
weighing 38 lbs. Life time lubrication takes away the re­
sponsibility of lubrication. 6A: price $669.00.
title).
l^Bell and Howell (Brochure 4421 without title). 
l^Busch Film Equipment Company (Brochure without
(35)
The Busch Gineducator 6-240 uses the model 6A pro­
jector as an operating medium. An additional 6 inch and 8 
inch built in speaker provide sound and a larger built-in 
24 X 33 inch translucent screen have been added. With a 
screen this size the projector can be operated in normal 
room light, allowing students to take notes. 6-240: price
#998.00.^^
Eastman Kodak Company. A complete line of Pageant 
audio-visual 16mm projectors has been provided by the East­
man Kodak Co. Kodak’s Pageant AV-085 is a budget priced 
projector equipped v;ith a 8 watt amplifier, an 11 inch oval 
speaker, sound and silent speeds, 2 inch f 1.6 projection 
lens, a special shutter, 750 watt lamp (1000 watt capacity), 
standard tone and volume controls plus a Fidelity Control, 
microphone input, 2000 foot reel capacity, and permanent 
lubrication. The Pageant 11 x 6 inch oval speaker is remov­
able and can be placed by using a 40 foot cord v\rherever 
sound can be carried best for the particular viewing room. 
Adequate speaker baffling helps to assure good sound fidelity. 
With 8 watts of power coming from the amplifier there is more 
than enough power to feed the 11 inch speaker. The speaker 
and amplifier assure a frequency response from 50-7000 cycles 
per second. A special feature known as the Fidelity Control 
allows the adjustment of the scanning beam of the sound pro-
^*^Busch Film Equipment Company (Brochure without
title ) •
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ducing system to be focused exactly on the sound track re­
gardless of the sound track original placement or whether 
the picture shown is an original or a copy made from 
duplicating material. In addition to the Fidelity Control, 
tone and volume controls can be separately adjusted. 1ith 
the capability of a 1000 watt projection lamp additional 
light is possible when it is needed. An excellent cooling 
system provides full ventilation for a standard 750 watt 
and high wattage projection lamps, A specially designed 
shutter known as the Super 40 shutter increases the illum­
ination more than 40 percent by automatically shifting from 
three blades to two blades at 24 frames per second which 
is sound speed. If the added brilliance is not needed the 
shutter can be locked in the three blade position thereby 
reducing the amount of illumination when projected at 24 
frames per second. With this new shutter, flicker free 
viewing is assured at either 16 or 24 frames per second and 
the additional illumination is there when it is needed.
A new addition to the optical system (an auxiliary piece 
of equipment) is the Cine Kodak Bifocal Converter, This 
device is used in conjunction with the standard 2 inch f 
1,6 projection lens. By using the converter two additional 
projection lenses of either 1 5/8 inches or 2 1/2 inches 
can be created. This is accomplished by placing one end or 
the other as marked next to the standard lens. With this 
device three separate focal length lenses have been combined
(37)
into one, making possible a short, medium, and long pro­
jection throw. By using the converter neither the projec­
tor nor the screen need be moved in order to fill a small 
or a large screen. A special carbide pulldown tooth (a 
device used for pulling each frame of film through the 
projector) is used in all the Pageant projectors. This 
tungsten carbide material is practically wearproof and 
assures many hours of operation without replacement. The
importance in having a lasting pulldown mechanism is
shown by the more than 50,000 times the tooth engages the
film in a 40 minute showing. Permanent lubrication
eliminates oiling problems. Possibly more projectors are 
damaged by improper lubrication, generally too much oil­
ing, than any other projector maintenance problem. The 
folding reel arms that never need be detached and placed 
in a separate case are a convenient feature in the line of 
Pageant projectors. The driving belts are permanently 
attached and ready for use as soon as the projector arms are 
folded into place. A loop-former helps speed threading and 
makes possible the restoration of lost loops without stopp­
ing the machine. A single rotary switch helps to assure 
that the motor is on before the lamp is turned on. Model 
AV-085 runs forward and rewind only. With the use of the 
rotary switch, cooling and pre-threading can be accomplished 
without any damage to the projection lamp. Rewinding can be 
accomplished rapidly and smoothly without transferring belts
(38)
or film reels. By adding a microphone the projector can be 
used as a public address system. The power cord supplied 
with each model is of the three wire type providing a means 
of grounding the machine. For those outlets not equipped 
with ground plugs an adapter is supplied with each machine. 
An additional convenience of the Pageant line is the one- 
piece case design, weighing only 33 1/4 lbs. AV-085; price 
$439.00.^^
Kodak Pageant model AV-154 S Type II has almost all 
of the features mentioned above with the following exceptions 
or additions: an 8 inch circular speaker with a 40 foot
cord is provided to handle the output of the 15 watt 
amplifier; the weight of the projector has increased to 38 
lbs; a special five position rotary switch operates the 
motor, lamp circuits, and forward and reverse projectinn; 
individual bass and treble tone controls have been added to 
the amplifier panel; volume is controlled for microphone 
and phono inputs as well as film sound, including a master 
control of the full sound range; the lamp capability has 
been increased to 1200 watt capacity. AV-154 S Type II; 
price $515.00.
Model AV-154 Type II is identical to the previously 
listed model with the addition of a 12 inch speaker supplied
^^Eastman Kodak Company, Kodak Pageant Sound Pro­
jectors (Brochure V3-22 Rochester, New York, Dec., 195ST.
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in a separate case, giving the addeci speaker capacity needed 
for a large room or a room with poor accoustical conditions. 
The speaker is supplied with a 75 foot cord and space for 
the storage of a 8000 foot reel. AV-154 Type II: price
$615.00.23
Model AV-255 S is the newest projector to join the 
pageant sound projectors. The additional features to be 
found in this projector are a new 25 watt amplifier coupled 
with a heavy duty, baffled, 11 inch oval speaker designed 
to handle the increased output of the new amplifier. These 
features in addition to the standard features of the Pageant 
line make this projector extremely useful in auditoriums, 
lecture halls, and other areas that demand a great deal 
from the sound system of a projector. One final feature of 
this projector is the capability to accept an auxiliary
attachment that will play back magnetic sound. AV-255 S:
24price $535.00. Magnetic playback kit: price $85.00.
Model AV-104 M is equipped with magnetic as well as 
optical sound playback. With this model recordings can be 
made on magnetic sound tracks regardless of types of films, 
and play back can be made instantly from any previously re­
corded film. Magnetic recording is accomplished by adding 
a magnetic iron oxide stripe to any sound or silent film. 
Once the stripe is added to the film the projector will do
^^Eastman Kodak Company, 0£. cit. 
24ibid.
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the rest of the work. A recording indicator enables users 
to control the signal strength. A warning light indicates 
when the projector is set to erase or record, helping to 
prevent accidental erasures. A built-in locking device 
prevents accidental erasure during playback. Volume con­
trols for phonograph and microphone individually allow voice 
and sound to be mixed at any level. Both voice and music 
can be recorded simultaneously. An 8 inch speaker with a 
40 foot cord carries the output from a 10 watt amplifier.
The frequency response of this model is from 40 to 8000 
cycles per second on both magnetic and optical playback, A 
1000 watt lamp is maximum for this model, but with the Super 
40 shutter more than adequate illumination is assured. Perm­
anent lubrication, fast rewind, simple threading, standard 
2 inch f 1.6 lens, 2000 ft. capacity, sound and silent speeds, 
forward and reverse operation, and a single case outfit
make up the remaining important features. AV-104 M;
p ̂price $850.00.
For permanent installation the Eastman 16mm pro­
jector model 25B will produce theatre results on a level 
with that of 35mm projection equipment. This model is 
supplied with either a tungsten type 1000 watt lamp or with 
an arc housing. When theatre type installation is being 
considered by a school system a permanent projector such as
^^Eastman Kodak Company, vOp . ^cit.
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this is well worth considering* The arc projector provides 
a greater throw of light, consequently a more brilliant im­
age on the screen. 255 pounds for the tungsten projector 
and 640 pounds for the arc projector should be suffecient 
evidence to indicate that this equipment is not portable.
A 30 watt amplifier guarantees the power necessary to con­
trol a theatre type speaker. A magnetic sound playback kit 
is available for either model. 25b Tungsten: price
$5,250.00. 25b Arc: price $6,750.00.
Forway Industries. Incorporated. This company pro­
duces two 16mm projectors, model 10b and 100. Both projec­
tors are equipped with 750 watt lamps, 10 watt amplifiers, 
and capabilities of sound and silent projection speeds. 
Model lOB has an 8 inch speaker in the detachable cover.
The total weight of this projector is 34 lbs. Model 100 
has a 12 inch speaker in a separate case. The projector 
weight is 27 lbs.; the speaker weighs an additional 15 lbs. 
lOB; price $44g .00. 100: price $515.00.
Graflex. Incorporated. The Ampro Stylist Deluxe, 
made and produced by Graflex, Incorporated, is an extremely 
light weight onepiece 16mm motion picture projector weigh­
ing 29 lbs. The Stylist Deluxe will operate on either 
Alternating or direct current, which is not always possible
7.
^^Eastman Kodak Company, ojĝ. cit.
^'^National Audio-Visual Association, Inc. p^. cit..
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on other projectors. Belts and reel arms remain attuched 
to the machine at all times. A rheostat controls the silent 
speed making a complete variety of speeds possible. Through 
the use of a governor the sound speed will remain constant. 
Other features include fast automatic rewind (without trans­
fer ing reels or belts), gear driven mechanism, 1000 watt 
projection lamp, 2000 foot film capacity, interchangeable 
coated lenses (from 1 to 4 inches), receptacles for micro­
phone and phonograph input, a four watt amplifier and 8 
inch speaker(both enclosed within the cover case), 
permanently attached power cable, a cooling system, and a 
special film pull down claw. The cooling system lengthens 
the projection lamp life and protects the amplifier and 
motor from overheating. The film pull down claw engages 
three film sprocket holes simultaneously, thus maintaining 
a constant operation even when damage to two or three 
sprocket holes is in evidence. The operating controls 
include: a combination lamp and motor switch; variable
speed controls; amplifier, volume, and tone controls. The 
projection lamp cannot be turned on until the motor is on.
A special fuse replacement receptacle is provided on the 
projector. The lower loop synchronizer automatically sets 
loops for sound synchronization and in case of a lost loop 
during projection, resets the projector without stopping 
the machine. Ampro Stylist Deluxe: price ^419.85,^®
p QGraf lex. Incorporated (Brochure 316-1156 v;ithout title Rochester, New York).
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The Ampro Super Stylist 8 has most of the features 
Indicated on the Ampro Stylist Deluxe with some changes and 
additions, A larger (Bwatt) amplifier has been added to 
increase the volume of the speaker. With the additional 
power the 5 inch speaker can be used to its maximum. This 
machine operates on alternating current only. Ampro Super 
Stylist 6: price $459,50,^^
The Super Stylist 10 was re-engineered to utilize 
a 10 watt amplifier and 10 inch speaker. With this projec­
tor larger audiences can be reached and rooms with poorer 
accoustical qualities will respond better to larger speak­
ers, An additional feature supplied by this machine is the 
automatic threading light that turns off when the projector 
is running. The weight of this projector has increased to 
37 lbs. Alternating Current only. Super Stylist 10: 
price #489.50.
The Super Stylist 12 has the same features as the 
Stylist 10 with^ one important change. The speaker is now 
12 inches and is housed in a separate unit. With this 
speaker unrestricted placement will not affect maximum 
sound quality in most any size room or auditorium. Criti­
cal areas that are subject to continual operational stress 
and wear have been protected by binding tungsten carbide
p g Graf lex. Incorporated, JTo Beam Ideas to a Handful 
or a_ Hall Full, (Brochure 342-249 Rochester, New York ) ,
^°Ibid.
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to the surfaces* With this feature the life of these work­
ing parts is greatly increased. Portability has been main­
tained by separating the units. The projector weighs 29 
lbs. and the speaker 14 lbs. Super Stylist 12; price 
$524.50.®̂
The Harwald Company, Incorporated. The Movie Mite 
Supreme, made by the Harwald Company, is an inexpensive 
light weight 16mm motion picture projector. The projec­
tor will operate on either alternating current or direct 
current. A 6 inch speaker is supplied with the projector, 
but a LO inch speaker is available as an accessory. A 
4 watt amplifier is used to drive either the 6 or 10 inch 
speaker. A 400 watt projection lamp provides the illumina­
tion for the screen and also acts as the exciter lamp for 
the optical sound system. With this dual purpose projection 
lamp no exciter lamp is necessary in this projector. Other 
features include; 2,000 foot film capacity, a standard 2 
inch f 1.6 coated lens, power rewinds, a 10 foot power cord, 
"Oilite" bearings (that require no lubrication), forced air 
cooling, a safety switch (that protects film against 
incorrect threading), and a television type screen (9 1/2 x 
12 3/4 inches). The portability of this machine is assured 
by its weight of 28 lbs and its size, 8 x 11 I/2 x 15 1/2
^^Graflex, Incorporated,o£. pit.
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inches* Movie Mite Supreme: price $349.50.^^
The Movie-Mite Supreme can be purchased with opti­
cal playback (standard sound playback), magnetic recording 
and playback for $695.00. Other models with optical play­
back are available for 6, IS, and 24 volt battery operation 
for approximately $549.50
The Harwald Company also produces the Ultramatic 
model of the Movie-Mite Supreme. Identically the same pro­
jector as the Movie-Mite Supreme is used, but it is encased 
in a 64 inch high by 16 inches deep by 41 inches wide 
metallic cabinet equipped with; large rubber casters, 
locking door, storage space for a screen, an extension 
speaker, a cabinet light (for easy threading), an air fil­
tering system, and an extra space (to store films and clean­
ing material) . Accessory lenses are available for all models 
from 1/2 inch to 4 inches in focal length. Ultramatic 
Movie-Mite Supreme; price $695.00.^
The Marcellus Manufacturing Company. This Company 
has provided an entirely new concept in film projectors 
through the use of a new type of film advancing mechanism 
found in the Miracle 16mm Sound projector. The film is 
actually pulled through the projection gate at a speed of
22iphe Harwald Company Incorporated, Audi o-Visual and 
Film Handling Equipment (Catalog no. 59 Evanston, Illinois, 
1959), p. 23.
53ibidl, pp. 23-24.
34ibid., p. 22.
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l/l5Ûtb. of a second in a smooth., continuous operation in­
stead of the normal method of one frame being pulled down 
at a time in front of the shutter and projected on the 
screen. By using a rapid film advance system such as this a 
narrower shutter can be used, thereby increasing the ex­
posure time and in turn allowing more light to fall on the 
screen. The Miracle is equipped with a 15 watt amplifier 
and a 12 inch heavy duty Jensen speaker lAhich will provide 
more than adequate sound volume in large or small rooms. 
Other features of this projector include; sealed lubrica­
tion, 750 watt lamp, sound operation only (silent speed 
can be added on special orders), less wear on film (due to 
the new rapid film advance). The 40 pound projector and 18 
pound speaker are portable. Miracle; price $575.00.^^
Radio Corporation of America. Several professional 
quality Radio Corporation of America 16mm projectors have 
been designed for use in schools and industry. The R^A 
Junior is equipped with a 7 watt amplifier that is matched 
to an 8 inch speaker housed in a detachable cover. The 
Junior is compact and lightweight, weighing only 33 1/2 lbs. 
Two Thousand foot reel capacity is adequate for full length 
features. A standard 1000 watt pre-focus projection lamp 
provides adequate illumination for most areas, but when the 
need arises 1200 watt lamps can be used. The 2 inch f 1.6
^^National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., o£. cit.
p . 10 .
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lens maintains the brilliant image transmitted from the
light housing, A blower has been designed to insure proper
cooling even when the 1200 watt lamp is being used. The
projector may be operated at either sound or silent speeds
with a current supply of 110 volts alternating current.
Lubrication is permanent, removing the responsibility of
lubricating. A magnetic sound playback conversion kit can
be added to the projector. RCA Junior ; price $492.50.
The RCA Senior has all the features of the RCA
Junior, but with the following changes and additions: the
amplifier has been increased to a powerful 15 watts and the
10 inch speaker is housed in a separate case; extra storage
room in the speaker case can be used for reels of film,
extension cord, and accessories. The 37 lb. projector and
26 lb. speaker are housed in separate units. RCA Senior:
3 7price $580.00.
The RCA Magnetic Recorder-Rrojector has most of the 
basic features of the above models, but in addition this 
projector is equipped for full optical playback and magnetic 
recording and playback. With this device you can add your 
own soundtrack to existing 16mm silent or sound films after 
they have been coated with an iron oxide magnetic stripe on
^^Radio Corporation of America, RCA "Life-Tested  ̂
16mm Motion Picture Projectors (Brochure 3R-3274 Camden, 
New"JerseyT.
37ibid.
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the edge of the film. A 10 watt amplifier is used to drive 
a 10 inch speaker supplied in a separate case. Dual input 
controls have been included for mixing sound quality, and a 
monitor plug for headphones has been provided. BOA Magnet­
ic Recorder-Projector; price $850.00.^®
The permanent arc projector, model 400 Porto-Arc 
by BOA is designed for large auditoriums where permanent 
installation is possible. To some extent this projector 
is portable in that it can be disassembled into five 
separate cases, but the total 199 lbs of weight make it 
difficult to move. The 25 watt amplifier assures adequate 
sound for large rooms or in supplying sound to several 
speakers. A single 10 inch speaker in a separate case is 
supplied as standard equipment. The projector is capable 
of silent or sound projection. A magnetic sound playback 
kit is available as an accessory, 400 Porto-Arc; price 
$1995.00.39
Revere Camera Company. In production by the Revere 
Camera Company is the Revere 16 Sound projector. The Revere 
16 is a one piece projector and speaker (weighing 30 lbs) 
capable of sound and silent projection. Maximum reel capac­
ity is limited to 1600 foot reels. A six inch speaker 
chamber and projector case are served by a 4 1/2 watt
38Radio Corporation of America, RCA Audio-Visual 
Equipment (Brochure 3R3305 Camden, New Jersey).
3®ibid.
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amplifier. This projector will operate on either alter­
nating or direct current making universal operation.possible.
Full tone adjustment allows control of sound to be made in 
different sized rooms. A 750 watt projec'tion lamp supplies 
the source of light which is projected through a 2 inch f 1.6 
lens. Special extension arms stored in the speaker case 
must be used when projecting 1600 foot reels. Revere 16: 
price $325.00
Technical Service, Incorporated.The Technical Service 
Incorporated has seven stock models of 16mm projectors 
grouped into three series; Teclite, a standard screen motion 
picture projector; Duolite, a combination standard projec­
tor plus a TV type rear screen projector; and Moviematic, a 
repeater projector using special film magazines for repeti­
tive showing of film without the necessary rewinding. The 
DeVry Corporation was purchased by the Technical Service, 
Incorporated in 1954, thereby giving the TSI 40 years of 
16mm projection experience. The Teclite S-15 is housed in 
a single case and operates as a standard projector with 
sound ahd silent speeds. Forward and reverse, 2000 foot 
capacity and alternating or direct current operation 
assures the basic standards required of most schools. A 
15 watt amplifier and 8 inch detachable speaker with a 40
^Revere Camera Company, Revere Models for 1958 
(Chicago, 1958), p. 24.
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foot extension cable will provide sufficient power and 
flexibility to solve most of the haird to correct sound 
problems. Inputs for microphone and phonograph have been 
provided so that the amplifier can be used as a public 
address system or for adding a background for silent films. 
Bass and treble frequencies are controlled by a single con­
trol tone knob, A 1200 watt projection lamp can be used for 
additional light when necessary, and a high velocity exhaust 
system assures the necessary cooling. A variety of lenses 
ranging from 1 inch to 4 inches are available as accessories, 
The standard lens supplied with this model is a 2 inch f 1.6 
projection lens. Some of the other features include an auto­
matic loop setter that resets the lower loop if it is lost 
during projection. Controls are centralized on an illum­
inated control panel. Bearings are oil impregnated. Arms 
are top mounted. A matching 12 inch speaker and magnetic 
playback attachment are available as accessories. S-15: 
price $495.OQ.^^
The light weight (25 1/2 lbs) Duolite St-3 is con­
tained in a single case and can be used as a standard pro­
jector or with an attached TV type screen. This projector 
is supplied with sound speed only, no reverse, 2000 foot 
capacity, 3 watt amplifier, 6 inch oval speaker, capability
41 Technical Service, Incorporated (Brochure without 
title Livonia, Michigan).
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for up to 400 watt projection lamp, and two lenses. The 
lenses are a 2 inch f 1.6 standard lens and a 5/8 inch 
f 2.0 for rear view projection on the built-in 8 1/2 x 10 l/2 
inch screen. Basic machine mechanics are similar to those 
found in the Teclite S-15. ST-3; price $490.00.^^
The Duolite ST-5 has added several additional 
features and increased the size of the built-in screen.
Sound and silent speeds are now possible, but no reverse.
The amplifier has been increased to 5 watts and the capabil­
ity of the projection lamp was increased to 1200 watts. 
Measuring 10 x 14 inches the TV type screen folds away into 
the projector. ST-5 ; price $525.00
The Duolite ST-15 is still larger and heavier and 
includes additional features not found in either the ST-3 
or ST-5. A 15 watt amplifier has been added as well as the 
capability of reverse projection. This model operates on 
alternating current only and weighs 40 lbs. ST-5; price 
$575.00.44
Three repetitive 16mm projectors have been built and 
are distributed by the Technical Service, Inc. The Movie­
matic TM-3, STM-3, and STM-5 comprise the repetitive type
42Technical Service, Incorporated (Brochure without 
title Livonia, Michigan).
43 Ibid.
44jbid.
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projectors designed for continuous operation. The TM-3 is a 
small 23 l/2 poud single case projector that operates on 
alternating or direct current. A three watt amplifier drives 
the 6 inch attached oval speaker. Only sound forward speed 
is possible. The projector is supplied with a 5/8 inch f 2.0 
lens and a foldaway 8 l/2 x 10 inch TV type screen. A 
standard 300 watt projection lamp is used, but a 400 watt 
lamp is possible. These projectors use film magazines 
(cartridges pre-loaded with film) rather than reels in order 
to make the film run continuously. The maximum length for 
the TM-3 is 800 feet. TM-3: price $498.00.^^
The STM-3 has added several additional features 
which include a 2,000 foot reel capacity as well as the 800 
foot film magazine. A 2 inch f 1.6 standard projection lens 
as well as the 5/8 inch f 2.0 lens come with this projector. 
The screen size remains the same as the TM-3. STM-3: 
price $590.00."^^
The STM-5 is capable of sound as well as silent 
speeds, and features a new 5 watt amplifier, 1200 watt pro­
jection lamp, a film magazine holding a 1000 feet of film, 
and a larger rear screen measuring 10 x 14 inches. STM-5 : 
price $698.00.'^'^
■^^Technioal Service, Incorporated (Brochure without 
title Liovonia, Michigan).
46lbid.
dVibid.
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Victor Animatograph. Corporation. The Victor Anima- 
tograph Corporation, A Division of Kalart, has been produc­
ing 16inm projectors since 1923. All the Victor models have 
basically the same features: a color coated threading
diagram placed directly on the threading path of the projec­
tor; a special device known as the safety film trip for 
detecting trouble and stopping the machine before film is 
damaged; specially designed film gate helping to eliminate 
overheating of film; lens and gate housing swing out, 
facilitating easy threading and cleaning; lubrication 
accomplished from a single one spot oil system; and sapphire 
tipped guides assure self alignment of the film and prevent 
torn sprocket holes; and top mounted reels hold 2,000 feet 
of film* Belts and reels need not be inter-changed for 
rewinding* Sound and silent projection are standard features 
of all models* The specific features found in the Classmate 
4 are: a four watt amplifier, a nine inch speaker in a 
detachable case, a 750 watt projection lamp, alternating or 
direct current power operation, and a 2 inch f 1.6 coated 
projection lens. The weight of this projector is 31 lbs.
and that of the speaker is 7 lbs. Classmate 4: price
489.00.
The Victor model. Assembly 10, has increased the 
amplifier to 10 watts and the lamp capacity to 1,000 watts. 
Reverse and still projection, alternating current only, and
^^Victor Animatograph Corporation, (Catalog 2376B- 
5-5810 Plainville, Conneticut).
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a shutter selection are additional features of this model. 
Assembly 10: price $544.00.'^^
The Soverign 25 has had its amplifier pov/er increased 
to 25 watts and size of its speaker increased to 12 inches. 
The weight of this model is 43 pounds and the separate 
speaker weighs 23 pounds. All other features are the same 
as those found in the Assembly 10. Sovereign 25: price
$625.00.^°
The Victor Animatograph Corporation has developed 
Magnesound, a device which will adapt all Victor 16mm 
optical sound projectors for magnetic sound film recording, 
playback, and erasing. This device includes a magnetic 
sound drum that is interchangeable with the optical one.
With this device both sound and silent films can be magneti­
cally recorded with narration or music to suit the needs of 
the teacher. Mixer Magnesound: price $199.45.
The Model Arc 1600 is an arc projector of profession­
al quality with an additional illumination factor not found 
in projectors with tungsten type lamps. For long throws of
'^^Victor Anima to graph Corporation, 1^ Points to 
Check in Selecting 16mm Sound Projectors (Brochure 2431-05- 
591 PlaTnville, Conneticut).
50Ibid.
^^Victor Animatograph Corporation (Catalog 2376B- 
5-5810 Plainville, Connecticut).
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light suoh as those used in auditoriums or gymnasiums a 
projector of this kind provides a professional quality light 
like those found in 35mm projection in theatres. This par­
ticular model is equipped with a 25 watt amplifier. An 
accessory 12 inch speaker is available as is an electric 
change over device for dual operation. With this last device 
movies may be run continuously without any break in reels.
The projector can be divided into three separate pieces each 
of which can be placed in a separate case. The combined
weight of all sections is 194 lbs. Arc 1600: price of pro-
52jector without amplifier $1,975,00.
^^Victor Animatograph Corporation, 10_ Points to Check 
in Selecting 16mm Sound Projectors (Brochure 2431-05-491' 
pTainville, Connecticut).
CHAPTER III 
SLIDE AND FILMSTRIP PROJECTORS
I. INTRODUCTION
The slide and filmstrip projectors in various sizes 
are being used by more and more school systems each year. 
Those schools previously using only a few projectors now 
find an increasing demand by teachers for more projectors. 
This fact is due to several developments in the projector 
and film producing industries. New projectors are more 
versatile because light projection sources have been im­
proved ; optical lenses have greater flexibility; budget 
priced projectors have been produced; and the filmstrip and 
slide producing industry has grown to the point where slide 
and films trips can be purchased on nearly any subject. The 
home made slide and filmstrip have filled many remaining 
gaps not filled by the film producing industries.
A teacher should have access to at least two 
horizontal slide projectors, one for 3 1/4 x 4 inch 
slides and one for 2 x 2  inch slides. While various 
models of 3 l/4 x 4 inch projectors are designed for 
2 x 2  inch slides also, it is about as economical and 
much more convenient to have a separate projector 
for each type of slide.^
^Ben F. Holland, Horace C. Hartsell, and Raymond L. 
Davidson, Audio-Visual Materials and Devices (revised editioi; 
Lubbock, Texas: Rodgers Litho, 1958), p.63.
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Slid© projectors as well as filmstrip projectors 
have basically the same features with the exception of the 
film changing device. Such features as projection lamp, 
condensers, reflectors, objective lenses, and cooling system 
are common to either slide or filmstrip projectors. All of 
these features must be carefully considered in choosing a 
projector. One difficulty arises when a projector is over 
used. By that is meant that the projector is not used for 
the purpose it was designed, consequently the projection 
results are poor. Don*t expect a 150 or a 300 watt lamp 
to project any great distance. Even with a 500 watt lamp 
projection distance is limited v\hen a room cannot be darkened 
properly. It would seem much wiser to purchase a projector 
with a projection lamp of larger wattages (500,750, or 1000) 
so as to be able to project these long throws with illumina­
tion to spare. The importance of having adequate illumination 
for either black and vÆiite or color film is extremely im­
portant. 'Alien a projector is tested, before purchasing, 
be sure it is tested with color film for the requirements of 
illumination placed on the projector are far greater for color 
than they are for black and white film. A 500 watt projector 
is usually quite adequate for classroom use, but a 750 or 
1000 watt projector should always be used in large rooms 
and auditoriums.
Brightness of the screen over the entire pic­
ture area is the most important single factor in
(58)
projecting film strips and slides effectively.^
The optical system also plays an important part in Hb 
transmission of light. Not only the quality of the lens, 
hut the amount of light the lens will transmit must be 
considered. Lens openings are expressed in f stops. An 
f 1.9 lens allows more light to pass through it or into it
than an f 4.5 lens. A simple rule to remember is: the
larger the lens opening, the smaller the f stop number, and 
the smaller the lens opening the larger the f stop number. 
With this knowledge it may be easier to understand why a 500
watt projector with an f 2.8 lens will produce as much
illumination as a 750 watt projector with an f 3.3 lens. 
Objective or projection lenses should be color coated for 
true color rendition on the screen. The quality of the lens 
is especially important when projecting large slides such as 
3 1/4 X 4 inches. With these slides the lens must cover a 
larger slide area and lenses of poor quality will cause a 
great deal of distortion, consequently eye strain. Vvhen 
observing any type of projection watch to see that the 
edges of the picture are as sharp as the center.
The focal length of the lens, the size of the 
aperture, and the distance from the projector to 
the screen determine the size of picture seen. It 
is normally desireable to project from the rear of 
the classroom to avoid distracting pupils or blocking 
the view of those who are seated behind the pro-
Walter A. Wittich and Charles F. Schuller, Audio- 
Visual Materials The ir Nature and Us e (second edition;
New York Harper & Brothers, 1957), p. 334.
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jector. For these reasons, the length and size of the projection should he considered when purchasing a projector.5
The focal length of the lens or the distance at 
which a particular lens will focus has been partly solved 
by two manufacturers. A single lens with adjustable focal 
lengths has been developed by the Bell and Howell company, 
and a converter that creates three separate focal lengths 
when used in conjunction with a standard lens is being pro­
duced by the Eastman Kodak Company. At present only the 
Bell and Howell Company’s lens is available for B x B inch 
slide use. The majority of slide and film strip projector 
manufacturers, produce a number of lenses with varying focal 
lengths for the users selection. Tables have been prepared 
by manufacturers, equipment concerns, suppliers of projec­
tion equipment, and others that will give the focal length 
of the lens, projection distance and the size screen the film 
image will fill. These tables vary with the size film image 
used in the projector so that a 7 inch lens used on u 35mm 
slide will cover far less projection screen area, at a fixed 
distance, than will a 2 l/4 x 2 l/4 inch slide at the same 
fixed distance. In general a 5 inch and a 7 inch projection 
lens will be sufficient to cover most projection problems 
of the small slide projectors. Lenses of 12, 16, and 24 
inch focal length may very well be needed when projecting
^Wittich and Schuller, op. cit., p. 335.
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3 1/4 X 4 inch slides.
The cooling system of all projectors must be care­
fully considered in the purchase of equipment. Lamps with 
wattages of 300, 500, 1000, and 1200 should have cooling 
systems adequate to relieve the heat produced by the lamp. 
There is no reason for a projector ro run cold, but with 
adequate cooling facilities the projector should not run 
much hotter than normal room or air temperature, With 
inadequate cooling the film and projector may be damaged.
The advisability of having a dual operation switch which 
first turns the fan on and then the lamp is a good way to 
protect both lamp life and the projector. Projectors should 
always be cooled after use by leaving the fan on for a short 
period of time. Never place a hot machine in its case and 
close it.
Some of the older projectors, however, have 
only a series of metal plates to absorb and dis­
perse the heat. Since the fan forces a steady 
flow of air through the lamp house, fan- 
equipped projectors are preferable.
Noise is another factor to be considered in the
purchase of a projector. Some projectors have an excellent
blower, but are quite noisy. Some years ago this could not
be helped, but with today’s modern engineering, projection
cooling units need not be noisy.
Slide projectors may be semi-automatic automatic or
^Wittich and Schuller, 0£. cit. , p. 336.
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manually operated. Consider carefully the following factors 
in purchasing an automatic projector: (1) magazines ure
expensive and not interchangeable between all projectors, 
(2) the slide storage problem changes when magazine oper­
ation is used, (3) automatic features increase the possi­
bilities of mishandling, and (4) electrical repair is luite 
expensive. The automatic slide projector has many con­
veniences not previously available with other types of pro­
jection. Automatic timers can change slides at a predeter­
mined interval without the touch of a hand. Remote control 
cords of considerable length allow the teacher to stand at 
any point of the room and change slides at will. Other 
features such as pointers and automatic fading in and out 
of slides have added more flexibility to this equipment.
The majority of the slide projectors will accept 
2 x 2  inch slide mounts. Within this category are: 16mm,
split 35mm, full 35mm, bantam, and 127 Super slides, each 
of which is mounted in a 2 x 2 slide mount. A new size is 
the 2 1/4 X 2 l/4 inch or 2 3/4 x 2 3/4 inch square slide. 
These two sizes are used interchangeably and are identical. 
The small size is that of the film area and the large size 
that of the outside mounted area. The remaining size is 
that of the 3 l/4 x 4 inch lantern slide, which is best 
projected from a separate projector designed for the larger 
slide area.
Slide projectors should be light weight and easily
, (62 ) 
portable. There is no need to purchase equipment that is so 
heavy a student cannot safely carry the equipment.
Films trip or strip film projectors must be chosen 
with change mechanisms that are relatively free from jamming. 
Ease of operation and scratch proof film mechanism with an 
adjustable aperture for single or double frame films trips is 
advisable. Automatic film rewinding helps prevent scratches 
and keeps film off the floors. The filmstrip projector is 
an extremely useful tool and will continue to serve the user 
for many years @ if chosen carefully in the beginning and 
taken care of once it is purchased.
Stereo slide projection has been left out of this 
discussion due to its limited use and the expense of fitting 
an entire audience with Polaroid glasses. Angle of vision, 
limited projection distance, and availability of slides con­
tribute to the problems encountered when showing stereo. In 
time stereo will develop so as to eliminate most of these 
problems and its use will grow into a specialized projection 
area of its own.
A means of testing projector performance has been 
given by Holland, Hartsell, and Davidson;
Screen Illumination. A projector should dis­
tribute light uniformly over the surface of a screen, 
and the area covered by the light should be free of 
colors. To test the performance of a projector with 
respect to these factors, proceed as follows:1. Focus the light from a projector on a screen 
from the maximum distance at which the edges of the 
area can be brought into sharp focus.
2. Note whether all part of this area are equally 
illuminated. If they are not, the optical system is
(63)
faulty or out of adjustment,
3. Note whether the illuminated area is entirely 
free of color rings or other color effects, except 
over all tint. If not the lens is faulty or out of 
ad justment.
4. The amount of light reflected from a screen 
may be measured with a light meter or an exposure 
meter. Two or more projectors may be used to illum­inate the screen, and the screen illumination compared.
Image Clarity. Throw the image of a good clear 
picture on a screen at the maximum focusing distance, 
then ;
1. Note whether all parts of the image are sharp and clear.
2. Move the projector toward and then away from 
the screen, refocusing for selected positions, 
and note whether the sharpness of images is retained.^
II. SLIDE PROJECTORS:
16MM, 2 X 2, 2 1/4 x 2 1/4, 2 3/4 x 2 3/4,
AND FILM STRIP PROJECTORS: 35MM SINGLE
AND DOUBLE FRAME
Ans C O . A light weight slide projector produced by 
Ansco is the Ansco Dualet JN234. This projector weighs onl̂ '
9 lbs . and projects all slides from 35mm to 2 l/4 x 2 1/4 
inches. The projector is equipped with a 300 watt lamp, 
a blower motor, and a slide chamber capable of holding 40 
mounted slides. A conversion lens is available as an 
accessory for insertion into standard lens barrel to increase 
the size of the 35mm slide screen image 25 per cent. Dualet 
JN234; price without case $39.95 Conversion lens:price $3.00^
^Holland, Hartsell, and Davidson, op. cit., pp. 79-80 
^Ansco (Brochure without title, Binghamton, New York)
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A new automatic slide projector called the Ansco- 
matic projector has been added to the Ansco line. This 
projector is made of light wei^t die-cast aluminum.
Manual projection of 8 x 2 ,  2 1/4 x 2 l/4, and single frame 
stereo slides can be accomplished with this projector. Full 
automatic projection is possible with all 2 x 2  inch mounted 
slides whether they are mounted in glass, cardboard, or metal, 
shown separately, or intermixed within the slide tray. The 
automatic cycle can be controlled from the projector switch 
or remote control cord and the fully automatic cycle is 
controlled by a timer offering any projection cycle from 
5 seconds to 1 minute. A"corrective editor” clutch allows 
slides to be removed or returned to the projector without 
removing the slide tray from the projector. Three buttons 
control the manual operation, change cycle, and automatic 
and full automatic operation. Push button controls operate 
the machine off-on switch, independent blower, and 500 watt 
projection lamp* Other features include: a 5 inch f 3.5
projection lens with a built-in iris for constant light 
control, easy access to reflector and condensers for clean­
ing, and a standard electric outlet for lamp plug(that turns 
off during projection and on vÆien projection is over) . This 
machine has permanently lubricated moving parts. Anscomatic: 
price $119.50.
Ansco, Presenting the New Anscomatic Projector (Bro­
chure F205-39, Binghamton, New Yorkll
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Argus Cameras . The Argus Camera Company, a division 
of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., has in production the 
Argus 300 model III and Argus 500 model V. The 300 is 
equipped with a 4 inch f 3.3 lens, 300 watt projection lamp, 
a blovær for cooling both lamp and slides, alternating curr­
ent operation, die-cast construction, and manual operation. 
Designed to take 2 x 2  slides only, a remote control 
accessory is available as is an automatic slide changer for 
the Model 300* The Model Y is equipped with a 500 watt pro­
ject ion lamp, an improved blower, and automatic features in 
addition to the standard equipment found on the Model III.® 
Audio-Master Corporation* In production by the 
Audio-Master Corporation is the Audioscope I and II* The 
Audioscope I is equipped with a 150 watt Viewlex projector, 
manual push-in film strip threader, a 5 inch projection 
lamp, a 4 watt amplifier, and a 5 inch speaker. This pro­
jector will project single frame films trips and play records 
up to 12 inches in diameter. The Audioscope II has all the 
features of Model I plus a c#ability of 300 watt projection 
and an additional 8 inch detachable loud speaker. Audios cope 
I; price $99.50. Audios cope II; price $143.50
Bausch and Lomb Optical Company. The Bausch and
®Argus Cameras, Argus Projectors (Brochure 57440-575 
Ann Arbor, Michigan), pp 1-Ï5.
^Audio-Master Corporation (Brochure without title, 
New York).
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Lomb Optical Company has added three new slide projectors 
to their line of instruments. The Balomatic 300 is equipped 
with finger tip automatic control at the projector. All 
that is needed is to touch a lever and the machine complete­
ly cycles for a slide change. A 4 inch f 3*5 projection 
lens is used to carry the light from a 300 watt projection 
lamp. The control panel is illuminated for easy viewing 
during projection. Fine adjustment focusing is available 
in all models. This projector will load 40 2 x 2, 3 5mm, 
bantam, or super slides intermixed in the slide tray.
A special preheat chamber eliminates the problem of slides 
popping in and out of focus. Mounted slides can be inter­
mixed with glass, metal, or cardboard mounted slides with­
out any projection problems. Relatively little noise is 
heard from this projector, allowing the teacher to instruct 
easily during operation. An optional 13 foot remote con­
trol cord allows the instructor to get away from the pro­
jector. All models are self contained within their own 
case. Balomatic 300: price $04.50. Balomatic 305 with
500 watt projection lamp: price $99.50.
The Balomatic 500 is a completely automatic pro-
lOsausch and Lomb Optical Company, The Slide Pro­
jector with High Picture Fidelity (Brochure G-245 0858 200GLPRochester, New Yorkjl
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jector with several additional features. A fully auto­
matic time cycle control with intervals from 4 to 60 sec­
onds for each slide is now available. With this device 
the lecturer or teacher can completely forget about the 
projector and move from place to place or take a position 
at the head of the class during the showing of 40 slides. 
The focal length of the lens has been increased to 5 inches 
which will allow a greater distance between the projector 
and screen when larger audiences are viewing slides. 
Balomatic 500: price $149* 50.
Bell and Howell. Bell and Howell has designed two 
models of the Specialist multipurpose f ilmstrip and slide 
projector. The Specialist Model ?24 may be purchased in 
either a 500 watt model or 750 watt projector. Both models 
can project single or double frame filmstrips vertically 
or horizontally, and 2 x 2  slides. The projector is con­
structed of one piece die-cast aluminum steel. Accessi­
bility to the optical system is extremely easy. A three 
position switch permits the blower to operate with the 
lamp turned off to insure proper cooling of the projector 
lamp before being enclosed in the case. A rotating pro­
jector head makes possible the projection of all types of
^^Bausch and Lomb Optical Company, o£. cit.
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strip films including those made with a 3 5nim camera of 
the amateur variety. A special feature known as the take 
up receptacle rolls film neatly, keeping it from running 
on the floor. For the beginner, and as a refresher for 
the experienced operator, an instruction sheet is mounted 
on the side of the projector. A 5 inch f 3*5 coated lens 
assures sufficient projection distance and lens coverage 
for several sizes of film. The cooling system uses a 5 
inch fan and a special airflow case that insures adequate 
cooling of both projector and film. Slides can be shown 
manually, semi-automatically by using a Solectron, or 
fully automatically with a remote control device attached 
to an electric changer. Supplementary lenses are available 
in focal lengths of 4 to 7 1/2 inches. 724G: price,
500watts, $104.95.^^
Bell and Howell^ s model 706 2 x 2 slide projector 
is equipped with a semi-automatic magazine slide changer, 
300 watt projection lamp, and a 4 inch f 3*5 projection 
lens. This projector is self contained within its own 
case. Projection is limited to 2 x 2 slides only. 706: 
price $62.50.^^
^^Bell and Howell, Multi-Purpose Projector for 
Filmstrips and slides (Brochure 15768 Chicago) pp. 1-11
^^National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., The 
Audio-Visual Equipment Directory (Fairfax, Virginia: 
National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., 1959), p.34.
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The Bell and Howell Streamliner Duo is designed 
to project 2 x 2  and 2 1/4 x 2 l/4 inch slides. 2 1/4 x 
2 1/4 inch slides must be manually operated, but the 2 x 
2 slides can be projected either semi-automatically or fully 
automatically with optional accessory equipment. The pro­
jector is equipped with a 6 inch f 3.5 lens and a 500 watt 
projection lamp. When 2 I/4 x 2 1/4 slides are projected, 
even with a 6 inch lens, the projector must be kept quite 
close to the screen. This makes it difficult to place a 
very large audience between the projector and screen. A 
7 1/2 inch lens is available that will help remedy the 
situation. Streamliner Duo: price without case $84.50.
The Robamatic 765 made by Bell and Howell is a 
fully automatic, manual or remote control projector. The 
projector was designed for full automatic operation using 
a 30 capacity slide tray. Only 2 x 2  slides can be pro­
jected. Separate controls protect the projector and film 
from overheating and prolong the projection lamp life.
This is accomplished by individual lamp and line switches.
A 500 watt lamp and a 5 inch f 3.5 lens assures adequate 
illumination. The projector itself is self contained 
within its own case and the remote control cord is included
p. 36 ^^National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., op. cit.
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as a standard equipment item. Robomatic ?65: price
$149.50.15
The Explorer Series produced by Bell and Howell 
is the new addition to their family of slide projectors.
This new series will project either 2 x 2 or 2 1/4 x 2 l/4 
slides. The latter must be shown manually. Model 742 is 
equipped with a standard 4 inch f 3*5 projection lens and 
a 300 watt lamp. These projectors are self contained within 
their metallic case and are light weight, weighing only 
16 1/2 lbs. Up to 40 slides can be shown from a single 
magazine that is especially designed to prevent slides from 
popping in and out of focus. Each slide is individually 
mounted within a new Micro Mount thus eliminating further 
mounting in glass or metal. Once the slides are placed 
in the slide tray they are relatively dust free. The 
carrying handle serves as a front elevating mechanism.
The off-on switch, elevation adjustment, and focusing dial 
have all been placed within an inch of each other. For­
ward, reverse, and manual operation are possible by the 
turn of a single lever. Slides may be edited at any point 
during projection without sorting through an entire mag­
azine. The new Point-A-Ray remote control is available
^^National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., 0£. cit
p. 36.
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as an accessory item. This device allows the operator
to be some distance from the projector and still control
the slide changer by simply pushing a button. Within the
same mechanism is found a pointer that can be turned on,
when held in a horizontal position, by pushing a button.
All that is necessary to turn off the pointer is to raise
the tip or turn it on its side and the light will go out.
The beam of light can be focused on the screen from the
position where the operator is standing. The previously
discussed Filmovara projection lens is also available as
an accessory giving a focal length range from 3 1/2 to
4 1/2 inches. With this device neither the screen nor
the projector need be moved for the image to fill the
screen completely. 742: price $79.95
Model 754 is equipped with a 500 watt lamp, remote
control device, pointer, and a automatic timer for 8 to
60 second projection changes. 754: price $144.95 .
Model 754f has the same additional features of the
1 ̂7 54 plus the Filmovara lens as standard equipment.
^^Bell and Howell, How to Use Your Bell and Howell 
Explorer (Brochure 15882 ChicagoT p. 1-16.
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Brumberger♦ The Brumberger model 1311 slide pro­
jector is capable of projecting all sizes of 2 x 2 inch 
slides. This 3 0 0 watt, blower cooled, semi-automatic pro­
jector weighs only 9 lbs. The standard Airequipt slide 
magazine holds 36 slides and the projector case will store 
5 magazines of 180 slides. A 4 inch f 3*5 coated and color 
corrected projection lens carries the light to a built-in 
screen for small size viewing in the cover of the projector 
as well as a small standard projection screen. 1311: price
159-50.̂ 9
Model 1312 is equipped with a remote control power
20pack for push button operation. 1312: price $8 3 .9 5 .
One of the few automatic 2 1/4 x 2 I/ 4  slide pro­
jectors is the Brumberger (500 watt) model I4 O6 -I4 O. Over­
sized heat absorbing filter, funnel type cooling system,
5 inch f 3*5 coated lens, and a semi-automatic 2 I/ 4  x 
2 1 / 4  slide changer make up the basic equipment of this 
model. The changer can be adapted for fully automatic 
use with a remote control device. This particular style 
changer does not use magazines for operation. An inter­
connected switch for lamp and blower protect the lamp from 
being turned on when the blower is not on. The projector
^^Brumberger, Brumberger Slide and Movie Proj ectors 
(Brochure Brooklyn, August, 1957) pp. 1-â.
20lbid.
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case for this model is extra. Additional focal length lenses 
are available from 3 inches to 9 inches. By using a 9 inch 
lens with these large slides more distance between the pro­
jector and screen is possible. In addition to the 2 l/4 x 
2 1/4 slides all 2 x 2  slides can also be projected, 1406- 
140: price |84.50.^^
A new fully automatic 300 watt Brumberger is the 
model 1 3 3 1 Automatic, This 2 x 2  slide projector features : 
no magazine design, induction cooling system, 4 inch f 3*5 
coated lens, finger tip control, built-in timer (changes 
film every 10 seconds), manual operation, semi-automatic 
and fully automatic operation, and a 3 6 slide capacity,
1 3 3 1 Automatic: price $99.50,
Dukane Corporation, The DuKane corporation has 
in production many types of slide and film strip projectors 
The Dukane Recordmaster is an audio device to be used in 
conjunction with Bell and Howell Specialist or other film­
strip projectors or slide projectors, Sound slidefilm 
can be projected with any one of three record speeds:
33 1/3 , 45, and 7^ rpm. This audio device will handle 
up to a 1 6 inch record. A 4 watt amplifier and 4 x 6  inch
21Brumberger, Brumberger Slide and Movie Projectors 
(Brochure Brooklyn, August, 1957), pp. 1-8,
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speaker are supplied. Recordmaster: price $74.50.
Dukane^ s model 14A335 B is a sound 300 watt slide­
film projector capable of manual operation and equipped
with a blower for cooling, a 3 inch lens, a two watt am­
plifier that drives a 4 x 6 inch speaker, and three record 
speeds (33 l/3, 45, and 78 rpm). 14A335B: price $159.50.^*^
The Micromatic sound slide film projector, model 
14A390B by Dukane, is identical to the model 14A33 5B ex­
cept that 14A390B has automatic operation controlled by 
sound signals on a record or push button remote control. 
14A390B: price #230.00.^^
Dukane * s 1000 watt auditorium projector, model 
576-39 is one of the most powerful filmstrip projectors 
on the market today. The optical system is equipped with 
a 5 inch Simco f 2.8 projection lens and a standard 1000 
watt lamp with a capability of a 1200 watt projection lamp
when more light is called for. The cooling capacity was
designed using two motors with combination fan and turbine 
blower to insure proper cooling for the 1200 watt lamp.
Film is kept in focus at all times due to a special locking
^^National Audio-Visual Association, up. cit., p.88. 
2^Ibid.
^^Ibld.. p. 90.
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action of the glass aperture plates which open and close 
with the advance of each frame of film. The projector is 
capable of showing sound slide film, single frame film 
strips, and 2 x 2  slides with the use of an Airequipt slide 
changer. A single switch with three positions controls the 
fan, lamp, and off position, thus making it impossible to 
turn the lamp on without first starting the fan. Supple­
mentary lenses are available from one inch to 11 inches. 
Model 14B247, auditorium sound unit, has been designed for 
use with the auditorium projector. This audio unit includes 
a 10 watt amplifier, a 6 x 9 inch speaker for low and mid­
range, and a 3 1/2 inch speaker for upper range. Fully 
automatic operation of the auditorium projector is pos­
sible when used in conjunction with the auditorium sound 
unit, 576-39: price $259.50* 14B247 sound unit: price
|239.50.^^
Eastman Kodak Company. Eastman ̂ s Kodaslide Signet 
500 Filmstrip 3F is equipped with a 500 watt projection 
lamp and a 5 inch f 3-5 lens. A three position switch 
allows the blower to be operated independently from the 
lamp. The projector is made of sturdy die-cast aluminum.
^^Dukane, A Complete Sound Slidefilm Package (Bro­
chure St. Charles, Illinois).
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The filmstrip feed mechanism can be removed and a 2 x 2 
slide changer either of the semi-automatic or automatic 
type can be inserted. With the film strip mechanism in 
place automatic take up is assured after the film is pro­
jected eliminating possible dirt and scratches, IF : price 
$97*50, Case is extra at $10.95*
The Kodaslide Signet 500, model I is a 2 x 2 slide 
projector with the following features: manual operation,
20 slide capacity during manual operation, 500 watt lamp, 
and a 5 inch f 3*5 projection lens. Accessory features 
include fully automatic changer and other focal length 
projection lenses. Signet 500, model I: price $77.50,
Case: #10.00. °
Kodak 300 projector, model I, is a self contained 
projector capable of 2 x 2 slide projection. This model 
is equipped with a semi-automatic changer with the capac­
ity of 36 slides, a 300 watt projection lamp, and a 4 
inch f 3.5 lens. 300, Model I: price $64.50,
The Kodak 500 projector is the big brother of the 
Kodak 300 having identically the same features plus the
^'^Eastman Kodak Company (Brochure V3-3 5 Rochester, 
New York, January, 1959).
2 ̂ National Audio-Visual Association, op cit., p.39.
29lbid., p. 3^.
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capability of 500 watt projection. 500; price $74.50.^^
The newest line of Kodak slide projectors to reach 
the market are the automatic Kodak Cavalcade Projectors.
The deluxe model 500 is equipped with these features: a
5 inch Ektanar f 2.8 projection lens; choice of 300 or 
500 watts of power by flipping a new "hi-low" switch mounted 
on the projector; semi-automatic changer at projector or 
from remote control cord; choice of 4, or 16 second in­
tervals between slide changes when set on full automatic ; 
skips, repeats, or holds slides at will (slide tray holds 
40 cardboard mounts); projects 2 x 2  slides only ; projec­
tor cover with built-in preview screen; and a built-in 
screen pointer. Slides are preconditioned before projec­
tion thereby eliminating the popping in and out of focusing. 
A special editing device allows slides to be removed from 
the projector at anytime without removing the entire maga­
zine. A new specially designed magazine is used for all 
three models of the Cavalcade projector. Other focal length 
projection lenses are available. Cavalcade 500: price
#149-50.
The Cavalcade 520 is the budget priced slide pro­
jector that sacrifices only a few of the standard features
^^Eastman Kodak Company (Brochure Rochester, New York)
^^Eastman Kodak Company, (Brochure A5-539 Rochester^ 
New York, March 1959).
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of the line. Those changes include: a 5 inch f 3-5 lens,
remote control cord available at extra cost, and a 300 
watt projection lamp only. Cavalcade 520: $124.50.^^
The Cavalcade Repeater, model 540, has all the 
features of the Deluxe 500 plus the feature that the pro­
jector will repeat continuously all the slides in the maga­
zine first running forward and then in reverse. Cavalcade 
Repeater: price $199.50.^^
The FR Corporation. The FR Corporation is dis­
tributing the Minolta, Mini 2 x 2  miniature manual slide 
projector, weighing only 2 lbs. This projector will com­
pletely fold up into a small plastic carrying case that 
would easily fit in a desk drawer. The Mini features a 
convection cooled 100 watt lamp, a 75mm (approximately 3 
inches) f 2.5 lens, and alternating current operation.
As an accessory item this model will accept standard Air­
equipt changers making the operation of the projector 
semi-automatic. Mini: price $37*50.^^
Graflex. Incorporated. Graflex, Inc. or S.V.E. 
have in production filmstrip, sound and silent, and 2 x 2
3 2 ̂ Eastman Kodak Company, o^ cit.
^̂ National Audio-Visual Association, op.cit., p. 39
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manual and automatic slide projectors. The Schoolmaster 
^00 is a single frame filmstrip projector and 2 x 2  slide 
projector that is self contained. It is not necessary to 
remove or add any parts to change from filstrip to slide 
projector. The threading of the projector is simple and 
can be operated either from the left or right hand side of 
the projector. The entire optical system can be removed 
when cleaning is necessary. The projector is made of light 
weight cast aluminum. A standard 5 inch f 3.5 projection 
lens carries the light from a 500 watt lamp which is com­
pletely cooled by a four inch diameter blower, insuring 
that projection temperature will not exceed room temper­
ature . A built-in telescopic carrying handle facilitates 
moving the projector from place to place. Accessories for 
this and other models include an automatic film rewind 
directly into the storage can, a semi-automatic slide chang 
er, and tachistoscope attachments. Schoolmaster 500: price
$S/f.50. Model 500 RC with remote control : price $119. 50. ̂ ̂
The Graflex Schoolmaster 750 has identically the 
same features as the 500 with the addition of a 750 watt 
projection lamp, a three position (off, fan, and lamp) 
switch, and a blower sufficient to cool the 750 watt lamp. 
Schoolmaster 750: $99.50. Model 750 RC with remote con-
^^Graflex, Incorporated (Brochure 344/550 Roches­
ter , New York).
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trol: price $134.50.^^
The following Graflex models have projectors similar 
to those described above in combination with an audio device 
for reproducing records that accompany sound filmstrips: 
model I5O-M Illustravox Manual, price $169.00 including 
case; model 3OO-RM Illustravox Manual, price $179*50 in­
cluding case; model 3OO-RE Illustravox Remote Electric, 
price $139.50 including case; and model 3OO-A Illustravox 
Automatic, price 219*50, including case.^^
The Graflex Constellation Mark II is a semi-auto­
matic 2 x 2 slide projector. This model is supplied with 
a 500 watt lamp and a 4 inch f 3*5 coated projection lens.
A standard 36 slide capacity Airequipt magazine is used 
for semi-automatic, remote or on the machine operation.
A three way switch insures that the fan will always be on 
before the lamp is in operation. As an accessory a fully 
automatic slide timer is available with an adjustment for 
projection times from 3 to 30 seconds. Constellation Mark
II: price $99*50. Case: price $9*95*^^
^^Graflex, Incorporated (Brochure 343/553 Rochester, 
New York)•
^'^National Audio-Visual Association, 02 cit. , 
pp. 91-92.
^^Graflex, Incorporated (Brochure 3IO/IO56 Rochester, 
New York).
(^1)
Heiland Division, Minneapolis-Honeywell. Heiland 
Division of Minneapolis-Honeywell has available a 1000 
watt slide projector, model Master C5^. 2 x 2 , 2  1/4 x
2 1/4, 2 3/4 X 2 3/4 , and 3 1/4 x 4 inch slides can be 
projected by use of different slide carriers and adapters. 
Manual operation, using a two way slide carrier, is the only 
method of projection. A 6 1/2 inch f 4.0 projection lens 
accompanied by a 1000 watt lamp guarantees increased bril­
liance when long projection distances are required. The 
new type 46L Polaroid transparency film can be projected 
from this projector. Master : price without lamp and
case $161.85
The Keystone Camera Company. Several 2 x 2  inch 
slide projectors are in production by the Keystone Company. 
Model K-310 features a 300 watt projection lamp, a 4 inch 
f 3.3 coated lens, slide changer built into the projector,
40 slide per tray capacity,and remote or on-machine push 
button control, and self enclosed case. A standard slide 
tray fits all models and will accomodate cardboard, glass, 
or metal mounted slides. The optical system can be lifted 
out of the projector for easy cleaning. An outlet is 
supplied for a fully automatic remote control timer which
^*^Heiland Photo Products, 193^ Retail Catalog 
(Brochure H80:7-3 Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1958), p.8.
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has a selection of from 5 to 60 second viewing time.
K-310; price $99.95
Model K-300 is the same as K-310, but without the 
capability of fully automatic operation due to elimination 
of the remote control outlet, K-300: price $74.95,^^
Model K-510 has added a 500 watt lamp, a 5 inch 
3.5 lens, and a special condenser outfit to be used when 
projecting super slides. All other features, except for 
the addition of fully automatic operation and remote control 
timer as standard equipment, are the same as those found 
in the K 310.^^
Model K-500 is the same as the K-510, but does not 
include the special condenser outfit for use in conjunction 
with super slides. K-500: price $119.95
Model K-511 has added two additional features not 
found on other Keystone models. Both 2 x 2  and 2 1/4 x 
2 1/4 slide projection is now possible and a new 5, 8, 10, 
or 15 second interval timer is standard equipment for use 
with fully automatic operation. Other features remain the
^^Keystone Camera Co., Inc., (Brochure 4-58 Boston, 
Massachusetts).
^^Ibid.
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same as the K-510. K-511: price $99.95
La Belle Industries, Inc. La Belle has numerous 
models of slide projectors and associated tape recorders 
for sound playback. The Director 300 is an inexpensive 
2 x 2  slide projector, capable of manual operation and 
automatic loading and filing magazines, A special magazine 
is used with all LaBelle products. The 6 inch magazine 
will hold 75 cardboard mounts or 35 glass slides,and the 
9 inch magazine will handle 150 cardboard or 75 glass 
slides. As the slides are projected f rom the feed magazine 
they are immediately passed, in order, to the storage 
magazine and are ready for a new showing, A 300 watt pro­
jection lamp accompanies a 5 inch f 3.5 lens to provide 
adequate illumination for short distances. Accessory 
lenses are available from 3 to 11 inches. An adapter for 
projection of single frame vertical filmstrips is also 
available. Director 300: price $59.95
LaBelle ̂ s Classic 5^ has all the basic features 
of the Director 300 with the addition of a 500 watt pro­
jection lamp. The cooling system is designed to pre-heat
^^Keystone Camera Co., Inc., (Brochure 4-58 Boston, 
Massachusetts).
^^LaBelle Industries, Inc., (Brochure Oconomowoc, 
Wisconsin),
(^4)
slides and thereby insure constant focus. Classic 58: 
price without case $94.95
The Professional 38 produced by LaBelle is similar 
to the Classic 58, but has the additional feature of push 
button remote control. Other accessory features such as 
a single frame vertical filmstrip adapter, and additional 
focal length lenses are available. Through the addition 
of the Pla-Matic 500 dual track tape recorder this projec­
tor could become a versatile piece of equipment. Profes­
sional 88: price $154.95* Pla-Matic 300: price $189.50.
The La Belle Maestro II projector-recorder is one 
of the most up to date slide projectors available on the 
market today. This projector has the mechanical features 
found in the Professional 88 plus a capability of manual 
and remote control, automatic control with tape carrying 
information, and a built*^in trip signal (not audible) for 
complete change of each slide. The frequency response of 
the recorder and playback instrument at 3 3/4 inches per 
second is from ?0 to 7500 cycles per second and from 50 
to 1500 cycles at 7 l/2 inches per second. Standard tape 
is used on the recorder and an 8 inch speaker can be sepa­
rated from the recorder projector by a 20 foot cord. The
^^LaBelle Industries, Inc., (Brochure Oconomowoc, Wis. ) 
47Ibid
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complete projector, tape recorder, and speaker are housed 
in a single compact unit weighing 41 lbs. Maestro II: 
price $525.00.^^
E. Leitz, Incorporated. Prado projectors produced 
by E. Leitz, Incorporated are available in 150 to 750 watt 
projection units. The Prado 500 is a precision built 2 x 
2 projector using a manual two way slide carrier. The 500
watt lamp is blower cooled. A standard 85mm lens is sup­
plied , but accessory lenses are available from 85 to 
120 millimeters. Available accessories include: a carry­
ing case, an adapter for 2 3/4 x 2 3/4 slides, and a film 
strip attachment for single or double filmstrips. Prado 
5OO: price $160.00.̂ '̂
The Prado Auditorium model provides the same type 
of operation with the addition of a special 200mm lens 
for extremely long distance projection throws. An Air­
equipt semi-automatic changer will also fit this model, 
Prado Auditorium: price $240.00.
Naren Industries, Incorporated. Both 300 and 500
^^LaBelle Industries, Inc., (Brochure Oconomowoc, Wis. ) 
^^National Audio-Visual Association, o a cit., p.42, 
^^Ibid., p.43•
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watt slide projectors are in production by this firm.
The Polarama N-502-A is a 500 watt, blower cooled, semi­
automatic slide projector. It is equipped with a 5 inch 
f 3*5 lens and accepts 36 slide Airequipt magazines. The 
projector is self contained in its own case. Polarama 
N-502-A: $84.95.
Picture Recording Company. This company has in 
production several automatic continuous 2 x 2  slide pro­
jectors. The Pictur-Vision 75 gives continuous projection 
at 9 second intervals by using a disc type carrier holding 
l6 2 X 2 slides. A 2, 3, or 5 inch lens is available. A 
750 watt projection lamp is standard equipment. One of 
the accessories included is a time clock that automatically 
starts and stops the projector at a given time. Pictur- 
Vision 75 : price $198.00.
The Polaroid Corporation. Entering for the first 
time the slide projection business, this company is pre­
senting their model 610, 2 1/4 x 2 1/4 slide projector.
This projector was designed primarily to project the new 
Polaroid transparency film, but with an accessory carrier
^^National Audio-Visual Association, op, cit. , p. 43
^^Picture Recording Company (Brochure 7500 Ocono­
mowoc, Wisconsin).
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a 2 X 2 slide can also be projected. The projector is 
operated manually and is equipped with a 6 1/2 inch f 5-6 
projection lens, a 500 watt lamp and a blower cooling 
system. By using the Polaroid slide mounts it is impos­
sible to project a slide upside down or backward. The 
light weight 10 lb. projector is self contained within its 
own case. With the 6 1/2 inch lens an 8 foot square image
53can be projected at a 20 foot distance. 610: price #109 « 75.
Realist, Incorporated. The newest projector to 
enter the Realist line is the model 3200 single frame 
filmstrip projector. This projector is manually operated, 
convection cooled, and is equipped with a 150 watt lamp 
and a 4 inch f 3*5 projection lens. 3200: price $34.50.
The Realist model 620, 2 x 2 ,  2 1 / 4 x 2  1/4 slide 
projector is manually operated, with a built-in slide chang­
er . The 300 watt projection lamp is fan cooled. The opti­
cal system is equipped with a 5 inch f 3*7 objective lens 
and an adapter is available for conversion to a 4 inch lens 
for use in conjunction with the 2 x 2  slide to give a 
large image at equal projection distances. 620: price
Polaroid Corporation, Slides on the Spot (Bro­
chure FBIS7OB Cambridge, Massachusetts), p. 7.
^̂ National Audio Visual Association, o£. cit., p.25
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39.50.55
Realist model 400 2 x 2  slide projector is manually 
operated, but uses slide trays with a capacity of 30 slides. 
The 150 watt lamp is convection cooled. 400: price ^29.95.
The Revere Camera Company. Revere has developed 
several styles of automatic 2 x 2  slide projectors. The 
Revere 444 projector accepts glass, plastic, or paper 
mounted slides interchangeably and operates on a semi-auto­
matic basis. A special feature of this projector not found 
on others is a luminated preview slide panel where each 
slide is placed before going into the projector for initial 
projection. With this device it is easy for the teacher 
to see which slide will be next and not have to wait until 
actually seeing the slide on the screen to be assured that 
it is the correct one. Other features include: a 300
watt lamp, a 5 inch f 3.5 objective lens and a special 
automatic fade in and fade out device used in the projec­
tion of each slide, 444 : price $69. 50.
Revere model 553, 2 x 2  slide projector, is a 300 
watt semi-automatic magazine loaded machine which is equip-
^^Realist, Inc., (Brochure Milwaukee, Wisconsin).
5^Ibld.
Revere Camera Company, Revere Models for 1958
(Chicago, 1958), p. 29.
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ped with a replacement condenser lens for showing new super 
slides mounted in 2 x 2  frames, a 5 inch f 3*5 objective 
lens, touch control for automatic operation, and a built- 
in pointer. 553 : price $79.50.
Revere model ÔÔâD is a fully automatic 2 x 2  maga­
zine operated slide projector. This 500 watt projector 
has a built-in shutter for automatic fades, a manual fading 
lever, a built-in pointer, three automatic time cycles 
(slow, medium, and fast), pro j ector-recorder synchronizer, 
and a preconditioning slide chamber. price $159.50,^^
Spindler and Sauppe. The Selectroslide 300 pro­
duced by Spindler and Sauppe, features the following: auto­
matically continuous or push button remote control operation, 
projection lamps ranging from 100 to 1000 watts, inter­
changeable magazines holding 4^ 2 x 2 slides, lenses from 
2 inches to 11 inches, and a choice of from 7 to 16 second 
change cycle. Other models, including the 3-0 Selectro­
slide and the 500 watt Selectroslide Junior, are available 
from this manufacturer. Selectroslide 300: price $4^3.00.
Standard Projector and Equipment Company. Standard
^^Revere Camera Company,op. cit., p. 2Ô.
59]
60
^"^Revere Camera Company, (Brochure Chicago, Illinois)
Spindler and Sauppe, (Brochure Los Angeles, Cali­
fornia) .
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has five filmstrip projectors. Model 150 F is a light 
weight 3 1/2 lb, single frame, manually operated, 150 watt 
filmstrip projector which is equipped with a 3 inch f 3,0 
objective lens. 150 F: price $59.50.^^
The Junior 500 is a single frame filmstrip and 2 
X 2 slide projector capable of manual push in filmstrip 
threading and semi-automatic slide changer. The projector 
is equipped with a 5 inch lens and a 500 watt projection 
lamp. Junior 500: price $09.90.^^
Models 500-C2, 750-C, and 1000-G are identical 
pieces of equipment with the exception of their projection 
lamp wattage as indicated in their model number. All models 
feature single frame filmstrip or 2 x 2 slide projection 
using Airequipt changers. The standard lens found in each 
model is a 5 inch f 3.5 objective lens. Each machine has 
a built in mechanical pointer and a push in style cord 
receiver. Accessory lenses are available from 4 inches 
to 11 inches and a tachistoscope shutter has been designed 
for these models. Model 1000-C has a special dual cooling 
system to insure adequate cooling for 1000 watt lamp pro­
jection. 500-02 : price $114.80. 750-0 : price $144.80,
^^Standard Projector and Equipment Oorapany (Bro­
chure Ohicago, Illinois).
1000-C: price $229.80.
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Victor Animatograph Corporation, a Division of 
Kalart. This company produces the Victor Soundview PHD
which is a single frame filmstrip or 2 x 2 slide projector 
capable of manual operation. The 500 watt lamp is fan 
cooled and lenses are available from 5 inches to 7 inches. 
Soundview PHD: price $89-00 without case.
The Victor Soundview PS65 is identical to the PHD 
with the addition of a remote control pushbutton device. 
PSÔ5: price without case $11?.50.^^
The Victor Soundview PS45 is capable of single 
frame filmstrip operation only. Remote pushbutton control 
is available as a standard feature, but the projector can 
be adapted for continuous loop operation. PS45: price
without case $110.00.^^
The following Victor Soundview models have projec­
tors similar to those just described in combination with 
an audio device for reproducing records that accompany
Standard Projector and Equipment Company (Bro­
chure Chicago, Illinois).
^^Victor Animatograph Corporation (Brochure 2458- 
52-587, Plainville, Connecticut).
^^Ibid.
^^Ibid.
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sound filmstrips: Victor Soundview SAT/*.3 - price $23 5.00;
Victor Soundview SAT63 - price $245.00 ; and Victor Sound-
view SAT65 - price $262.50.^’̂
Viewlex, Incorporated. Viewlex has multiple models
of all types of filmstrips and slide projectors. Model
V-44 has these features: 300 watt blower cooled projection
lamp, 5 inch f 3*5 lens, single frame filmstrip projection
only, and manual push in threading operation. V-44: price
68without case $60.50.
Model V-45 is identical to V-44 except that V-45 
has a 500 watt projection lamp and associated blower. V-45: 
price without case $79.50.
Model V-22 is capable of single or double frame 
filmstrips of 2 x 2 slide projection. Other features are 
the same as model V-44. V-22: price without case $74. 50.
Model V-25 is identical to V-22 with the addition 
of a 500 watt projection lamp. V-25 : price $92. 50.
Model V-500 is a 500 watt single or double frame
67National Audio-Visual Association, o£. cit.,
pp. 95-96.
^^Viewlex, Incorporated, Price List for Projectors 
and Accessories (Brochure PL200-50M-3-57 Long Island City, 
New York).
71Ibid.
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filmstrip or 2 x 2 slide projector. The magnifying optical 
pointer, pressurized cooling, and automatic takeup device 
sets this projector apart from other Viewlex projectors.
The imgnifying pointer is especially valuable because it 
not only points out a specific area, but also magnifies 
it for easy identification. Other features are similar 
to standard models. V-500: price $109.50.
The following Viewlex models have projectors iden­
tical to those described above in combination with an 
audio device for reproducing records that accompany sound 
filmstrips: Viewtalk WR-44 (uses any Viewlex projector) -
price $129.25; Viewtalk WHD-25 (uses Viewlex V-25) - price 
$187.50 ; and model WV-500 (uses Viewlex V-500) - price 
$224.50.73
Viewlex Project-O-Matic 2 x 2  inch semi-automatic 
300 watt slide projector is equipped with a 5 inch f 3.5 
objective lens and has the following accessory lenses 
available: 3, 7, 9, and 11 inch. A special 5 inch f 2,8
projection lens is available for this model which will 
greatly increase the 300 watt lighting capacity. Magazine
^^Viewlex Incorporated, (Brochure IO5OO Long Island 
City, New York).
^^National Audio-Visual Association, o^. cit., 
pp. 96-97.
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capacity is 30 slides. Pro ject-O-Mat ic : price $79. 50.
The Instruct-0-Matic has the additional features 
of being fully automatic and remote controlled. A 500 
watt lamp replaces the 300 watt lamp of the Project-0-Matic. 
This projector is capable of forward, reverse, or repeat 
projection. A special device on the projector, when con­
nected to the room lights, turns the room lights off when 
projection begins and back on imhen projection is finished.
An automatic timer ranges from 1 to 60 seconds and is 
available as an accessory item. Instruct-O-Matic: price
$119.50^^
Wollensak Optical Company. Wollensak makes a fully 
automatic 2 x 2  slide projector, model 815. This machine 
has built-in timer on the machine that permits 5, 7, 10, 15, 
20, or 40 second exposure projection. The thirty-six slide 
capacity magazines accept all types of 2 x 2 mounts. This 
model is equipped with a 5 inch f 3*5 coated lens, an
automatic fade in and fade out device, and a click stop
diaphragm control for controlling the amount of illumina­
tion to reach the screen from the 500 watt projection lamp.
With the diaphragm control the illumination from the lamp
n )Viewlex, Incorporated (Brochure VE 8-58 Long 
Island City, New York, 1959).
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can be increased or decreased by opening or closing the 
diaphragm. An extra condenser lens is supplied for the 
projection of 1 1/2 x 1 1/2 super slide transparencies.
815 : price $149. 50.
III. SLIDE PROJECTORS: 3 1/4 X 4
The American Optical Company. The American Optical 
company has two 3 1 / 4 x 4  inch manually operated slide 
projectors which have the following features in common: 
two-way slide carrier, 750 watt projection lamp, and blower 
cooled. These two projectors also accept 2 3/4 x 2 3/4 
and 2 x 2  inch slide carriers, and 6 1/2, 8 1/2, 16, 20, 
and 24 inch objective lenses. Model GK with high speed 
16 inch f 4.6 lens, no. 3603: price $277.00. Model Stan­
dard GK with 12 inch f 5.1, No. 3 597 : price $241.00.
Bausch and Lomb Optical Company. Bausch and Lombes 
BDT Balopticon, BDT-6Q, is a 3 l/4 x 4 inch manually oper­
ated, two way slide carrier, convection cooled, 500 watt, 
slide projector. This model is equipped with a choice of 
6, 8, or 10 inch objective lens. Accessory items include: 
a blower attachment, a filmstrip attachment, and an over­
head projector attachment. This model has an adjustable
'^^Wollensak Optical Company (Brochure Chicago, 1958).
'^American Optical Company (Brochure SB3 500 758, 
Buffalo, New York), p. 6.
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tilting base, but a less expensive model is available 
without this feature, BDT-6Q: price $155.00.*^^
Charles Beseler Company. Several 3 1/4 x 4 inch 
slide projectors are made by this company among viiich is 
the model C1212. C1212 is a manually operated, two way
slide carrier projector that is convection cooled and has 
a 500 watt projection lamp. The projector is equipped with 
a standard 12 inch projection lens, but accessory lenses 
from 8 to 15 inches are available along with an adapter for 
filmstrips and 2 x 2  inch slides. C1212: price $155.00.79
The Beseler Slide King, No. 3610 is more modernistic 
in appearance than model C1212. The Slide King is equipped 
with a two way slide carrier, a mechanical pointer, a 750 
watt lamp, manual operation and a blower for cooling.
Lenses are available from 6 l/2 to 26 inches. Accessories 
are available for 2 x 2  inch or 2 1/4 x 2 1/4 inch slide 
carrier and their associated condensers, 3610: price
$2 53-00.^°
"̂“Bausch and Lomb Optical Company, Opt leal Instru- 
ments for Science Instruction (Brochure E-152, 105^20,
C-5 Eochester, New York).
7^Charles Beseler Company (Brochure 5M 4-57 M & R. 
East Orange, New Jersey).
^^Charles Beseler Company (Brochure 153R-65Ô5-Natîl. 
East Orange, New Jersey).
CHAPTER IV 
OPAQUE AND OVERHEAD PROJECTORS
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Opaque Projector. The opaque projector is 
designed to reproduce on a screen or suitable substitute 
an image from nontransparent materials. With this fact in 
mind the selection of an opaque or overhead projector can 
follow much the same pattern as the movie and slide pro­
jectors. The lamp, reflectors, lenses, and cooling system 
must be carefully considered in order to procure the best 
possible product. The principal of opaque projection re­
quires a great d eal of light and in turn an extremely
efficient cooling system.
Opaque materials are projected by means of re­
flected light. The principle is that used in the 
old magic lantern. A strong light from the pro­
jector lamp is thrown on a picture, and this pic­
ture is reflected by a tilted mirror through a 
lens and onto a screen,̂
The lamp of an opaque projector should be 1000 
watts in order to show material to its best advantage. A
500 watt lamp can be used if the length of projection is
^Walter A. Wittich and Charles F. Schuller, Audio- 
Visual Materials Their Nature and Use (second edition; New 
York: Harper & Brothers, 1957), p. 349.
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short and the room entirely dark, but as is the case with 
so many rooms, complete darkness is not possible and pro­
jection at greater distances is sometimes desired. Any 
opaque projector should be capable of at least 1000 watt 
projection or users will be disappointed with the results.
The reflecting mirror plays an equally important 
part in the brilliance of the projected material. Mirrors 
should be placed to give equal light reflection to all 
areas of the material to be projected. New metallic mir­
rors are being used in some models with much success. With 
this the breakage problem has been solved and the reflec- 
tancy upheld. The front surface mirror is the most impor­
tant mirror of the projector and should be set at a 45 
degree angle to the material being projected in order to 
direct the reflected image through the objective lens.
The inclined mirrors in opaque projectors are 
specially treated, front surface reflectors. The 
special treatment is intended to prevent breakage 
from heat, and the front-surface feature has the 
effect of producing sharp images.
The objective lens may be purchased in several
focal lengths. Lenses of 18 and 22 inches are adequate
for material covering a 10 x 10 inch aperture.
Cooling plays a roll of extreme importance with
Ben F. Holland, Horace C. Hartsell, and Raymond 
L. Davidson, Audio-Visual Materials and Devices (revised 
edition; Lubbock, Texas: Rodgers Litho, 1958), p. 36.
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the opaque projector. With a large lamp and much reflected 
heat the matter to be projected can and will burn if the 
cooling system is not adequate. If a test is desired for 
testing the cooling efficiency of a machine, place a thin 
piece of paper on the platen. Leave the paper in the 
projector from 5 to 10 minutes then remove the paper and 
inspect it for scorches or burns. By making this test with 
all prospective purchases the buyer can determine the 
efficiency of the cooling system.
Various makes and models of opaque projectors have 
different style platens (device used for holding projected 
material). Their design and use are convenience factors 
to the purchaser. The buyer should be sure to see the 
different types of platens and purchase one that assures 
the convenience and ease of operation desired. Most of the 
newer models are equipped with suction devices for holding 
material flat against the platen. This feature keeps the 
corners flat and helps to assure sharp, clear, pictures. 
Other features include electric pointers and automatic 
conveyors. These are usually accessory items that must 
be purchased at additional cost.
The aperture size of the opaque projector is of 
considerable importance. Most materials are large enough 
to warrant the purchase of a 10 x 10 inch aperture.
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The Overhead Pro.jector* The overhead projector is 
the t e achernewest blackboard. With the overhead the 
blackboard might well take a back seat in the classroom.
One of the most significant newer developments 
is the overhead transparency projector. Similar 
in principle to the overhead slide projector it 
has a variety of highly practical applications in 
the classroom, in industrial training, and in 
presentations of various types of speakers.̂
In choosing an overhead projector both slide and 
opaque projector features must be considered in combina­
tion. The mirrors must be of good quality, lenses must have 
focal length great enough to cover projected material, and 
the cooling system must be sufficient to maintain long 
periods of operation in the overhead projector. The use 
of the overhead projector in rooms that have not been com­
pletely darkened makes 500 or 1000 watt projection lamps 
almost a necessity. The light of the projector is reflec­
ted through a rather large condensing lens onto a mirror. 
This initial light source supplies all the light that can 
be transmitted through the transparent material to be pro­
jected. Varying the arrangement of the mirrors and con­
denser may alter their position placement within the pro­
jector, but basically their job is to pass as much light 
as is possible through the projected material.
Ŵittich and Schuller, o£. cit. , p* 351.
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The aperture and platform of the overhead must be 
considered in the selection of an aperture size most use- 
able for all types of transparencies. Large 10 x 10 open­
ings will project most transparencies and allow home made 
transparencies to be projected with ease. The difficulty 
of trying to crowd material into a small space or writing 
as projection is taking place makes the selection of large 
apertures more advisable. An accessory item available for 
most models is the platform. With this device writing on 
slides during projection can be accomplished much easier.
The objective lenses vary in focal length from 
6 1/2 to 14 inches. The close proximity of screen and pro­
jector keep the teacher at the front of the room facing 
the class, therefore lenses need not be chosen with long
focal lengths.
A geared focusing control and a means of tipping 
the projector head or mirror is of considerable importance 
if picture distortion is to be corrected.
Cooling is as important as ever with the overhead. 
Some of the newest models have successfully managed to 
reduce the noise by the use of two fans and a motor running 
at half its old speed. Noise was one of the real problems 
which is now practically solved by new engineering. Materi­
al can now be left on the projector for lengthy periods of 
time without any damage to the transparency.
(102)
Accessory attachments such as the cellophane roll, 
reduction masks, support stands, slide films, folding 
shelf, and carrying case are useful with the overhead pro­
jector. Dale points out some of the specific uses for 
some of the accessory items in this quotation:
For this projector you can make your own color 
slides and mount them in a binder, or you can pre­
pare a continuous series of illustrations on a plastic roll. You can write with a wax pencil on 
a plastic sheet or make drawings if you wish. You 
can typewrite captions, outlines, or notes on the 
film and project them. You can build up a succes­
sive layer of transparencies to show stages or 
sequences in a process or operation. By using a 
pencil as a pointer, you can emphasize significant 
details in the images on the screen.^
II. OPAQUE PROJECTORS
American Optical Company. The AO Opaque 1000, No. 
3510 is equipped with a 1000 watt blower cooled lamp, 22 
inch lens, and a 10 x 10 picture aperture. The accessories 
available are a carrying case, a glass pressure plate (for 
holding materials flat), and a dust cover. The glass 
pressure plate mounts easily in the aperture of the pro­
jector and is used to project glossy photographs and to 
hold thick copy such as books flat for accurate projection. 
This machine is made of light weight cast aluminum with a 
carrying handle attached at the balance of the projector.
^Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching (re­
vised edition; New York : Dryden Press, 1954), p . 226,
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Hinged doors make bulb replacement relatively simple and 
the cleaning of optical mirrors easy. A pressurized cool­
ing system keeps a constant stream of air flowing over the 
projected copy, and an extremely quiet motor cuts down 
much of the previous annoying noise. The roll feed attach­
ment and the optical pointer provide two useable devices 
for more rapid projection and ease of identification.
Models are available at a lower price without the last 
two devices. AO Opaque 1000, no. 3510: price 4^294.00. ̂
AO High Speed Opaque 1000, no. 3 520 has all the 
features of 3 510 with the exception of a 18 inch f 3-5 
objective lens. AO High Speed Opaque 1000, no. 3 520 : 
price $314*00.^
Bausch and Lomb Optical Company. Bausch and Lomb ̂ s 
Opaque LRM-14 is a dual purpose projector for both opaque 
material and lantern slides. The opaque projection area 
is 6 3/8 X 7 3/4 inches and a manual carrier holds 3 1/4 
X 4 inch lantern slides. The 37 lb., 500 watt projector 
is blower cooled. Projection is accomplished through use
of a 14 inch lens for opaque projection and a 7 inch non­
coated lens for slides. A 2 x 2 inch slide carrier and a
^American Optical Company, Delineascopes (Brochure 
SB33OO 758 Buffalo, New York), p. 3-6.
Îbid.
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single frame filmstrip attachment are provided as accessory 
items, LRM-14 : price $315*00,'^
Model ERM exists strictly as an opaque projector 
with the same specifications as the LRM-14 minus the lan­
tern slide feature. ERM: price $255-00.^
Charles Beseler Company. Charles Beseler has a 
number of opaque projectors. Model OA-2 will project 3 1/4 
X 4 inch lantern slides and any opaque material up to 
6 1/4 X 6 1/4 inches. This projector can also be adapted 
to use 35mm filmstrips and 2 x 2  inch slides. A 300 watt 
projection lamp is blower cooled. No case is available for 
this projector, OA-2: price $295*00.^
The Beseler Vu-Lyte II no. 6203 has a 10 x 10 inch 
aperture, 1É inch lens, 1000 watt lamp, vacuum system for 
holding copy down, and a permanently attached power cord 
and lens cap. A built-in pointer and roll feed attachment 
are also standard features of this model. Vu-Lyte II, no. 
6205: price $314.00.^°
Bausch and Lomb Company, Optical Instruments for 
Science Instruction (Brochure E-132 103820, C-H Rochester, 
^ew Yoi^kTl
Ibid.
^Charles Beseler Company (Brochure 3M-4-57 M & R, 
East Orange, New Jersey),
l^Charles Beseler Company (Brochure l6l-38823-Nat3l. , 
East Orange, New Jersey).
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Beseler Vu-Lyte, no. 5008 is almost identical to 
no. 6205 except that it has a 22 inch lens, bellows made
of fabric for focusing, and a separate lens cap. Vu-Lyte, 
no. 3008, price $294.00.^^
The Beseler Vu-Lyte Oporslide is a multi-purpose 
opaque and slide projector basically the same as the Vu-Lyte 
no. 3008 except that the Oporslide provides a 6 1/2 inch 
lantern slide lens, and an adapter for filmstrips and 2 
X  2 slides as an accessory. Vu-Lyte Oporslide: price
$378.50.12
Projection Optics Company, Incorporated. This 
company has one opaque projector and one combination opaque- 
overhead projector. The Opa-Scope, opaque projector, is 
designed with a 10 x 10 inch aperture, twin fan cooling 
system, 1000 watt projection lamp, and an I8 inch objective 
lens. Accessories include an Opti-Pointer, auto feed, 
copy trays, pressure plate, and carrying case. Opa-Scope: 
price $297.00.^^
^^Charles Beseler Company (Brochure 126-48lO-NatJl. , 
East Orange, New Jersey).
^^Charles Beseler Company (Brochure l62-8585-Nadl., 
East Orange, New Jersey).
13National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., The 
Audio-Visual Equipment Directory (Fairfax, Virginia: National 
Audio-Visual Association, Inc., 1959), p. 56.
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The Transpaque II, opaque-overhead projector, is 
capable of taking 11 x 11 material. It has a 1000 watt,
blower cooled lamp, and a choice of a 4 to 40 inch pro­
jection lens. Conversion into an overhead projector can 
be accomplished through the proper selection of component 
parts. Transpaque II: price depending on choice of ob­
jective lens, $420.00.
Squibb Taylor. The Taylor-Spotlight TS4 opaque pro­
jector takes 10 x 10 inch material and projects it"with 
an 18 or a 22 inch lens. The 1000 watt projection lamp 
is blower cooled. A spiral elevation platen is used when 
projecting open books and magazines of considerable thick­
ness by inserting material and turning the spiral control. 
This action presses material against a glass plate and
insures sharp projection. Materials up to 12 x 12 inches
can be inserted when using the spiral device. Electric 
pointer, belt feed, and hold down magnets are available 
as accessories. TS4: price $245.00,^^
111. OVERHEAD PROJECTORS
American Optical Company. One of the newest over-
^^Projection Optics Company, Inc. (Brochure P.0.49, 
East Orange, New Jersey).
^^Squibb Taylor, Ope rating Manual, The Taylor Spot­
light Opaque Pro jector (Dallas, Texas).
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head projectors to reach the market is the AO Spencer 3 550 
Overhead Delineascope. New features have been added to make 
this projector an excellent product for school use. Of 
particular interest is the quiet efficient cooling system 
that operates almost vibrationless. Noise has been re­
duced to a minimum thereby allowing the instructor ̂ s voice 
to reach all students without unnecessary strain. The 
projection head is of a new design permitting the user to 
turn the head in any desired direction without moving the 
entire projector. With this new "Universal Head" the 
instructor need not always be facing away from the screen.
The AO Spencer is equipped with an f 3.5 14 inch 
fully corrected lens, 1000 watt operation, 10 x 10 inch 
aperture, alternating current operation, optically ground 
and polished reflector, a projection head (that permits 
projection in any desired direction), roll attachments 
(built into the projector), folding material shelf, three 
position switch, heavy gau^ sheet aluminum construction, 
and ease of focusing. This projector measures 20 3/4 x 
12 X 12 1/2 inches and weighs 36 pounds. Overhead Delin­
eascope without case # 3550: price $315.00.^^
Bausch and Lomb Optical Company. The BOH Balopticon
American Optical Company, Specifications for AO 
Spencer, Catalog number 3 550 Overhead Delineascope (Mime- 
ographed Sheet, Buffalo, New York, 1959T1 p. 1-3.
(log)
is an overhead projector capable of projecting 3 l/4 x 4 
inch transparencies. It is equipped with a convection 
cooled, 500 watt lamp and a 5 1/2 or 6 1/2 inch non-coated 
projection lens. No case is available for this projector. 
BOH Balopticon: price $190.00.
Charles Beseler Company. The Vu-Graph 55 is a 
small, light weight (16 pound), blower cooled, 300 watt, 
overhead projector. The aperture is 5 x 5 inches. Pro­
jection is accomplished through a 6 1/2 inch lens. Other 
features include a 15 foot permanently attached power cord, 
a friction drive focusing mechanism, and a carrying case.
A tachistoscope attachment is available for this projector. 
Vu-Graph 55 : price $155.00.^^
Beseler^s Junior Vu-Graph overhead projector has 
an aperture of 7 x 7 inches, a 500 watt blower cooled 
lamp, and a 12 1/2 inch projection lens. A built-in cel­
lophane roll attachment for grease pencil extemporaneous 
writing is another feature. Servicing of this projector 
is easily accomplished due to hinged parts that give easy 
access to remote components of the projector. The carry­
ing case is slipped on directly over the top of the collap-
17National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., op. cit.
p. 5^ • 1 ̂ Charles Beseler Company, (Brochure 65^5, Natfl. , East Orange, New Jersey).
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sible projector making portage extremely convenient.
Junior Vu-Graph: price $215.00,
BeselerStandard Vu-Graph is provided with a 7 x 
7 inch aperture, a standard 500 watt blower cooled pro­
jection lamp, and a 12 inch objective lens. The latter 
can be adapted to project 3 I/4 x 4 slides, 2 x 2  slides, 
and 35mm filmstrips. A tachistoscope attachment is avail­
able for the 3 1/4 x 4 slides. Standard Vu-Graph: price
#255.00.20
Beseler^s Master Vu-Graph overhead projector has a 
10 X 10 inch aperture, 1000 watt blower cooled projection 
lamp, and a 14 inch projection lens. A built-in 10 inch 
cellophane roll attachment, a folding shelf, and a tilting 
lamp stand are standard features of this model. The lamp 
housing has a new hinged access door which greatly facili­
tates the changing of projection lamps. Master Vu-Graph: 
price $306.00.^^
Beseler ̂ s Master X-Ray Vu-Graph projector has all 
the features of the Master Vu-Graph with the additional 
feature of a built-in powerstat or voltage regulator for 
complete control of the amount of brilliance coming from
Char le s Beseler Company, (Brochure 130-95^10-Nat ̂ 1., 
East Orange, New Jersey).
*̂̂ Ibid♦ (Brochure 136R3-115^10-Nat ̂ 1 ) .
^^Ibid. (Brochure 132-55̂ 10-Nat^1).
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the light source. Master X-Ray Vu-Graph: price $455.00.^^
Other Beseler overhead projectors are available 
with additional accessories and larger apertures at prices 
ranging from $500.00 to $2,995.00.^^
Keystone View Company. A projector capable of mul­
tiple purpose operation consisting of projecting 2 x 2  
slides, 2 l/4 x 2 1/4 slides, 3 1/4 x 4 inch slides, single 
or double frame filmstrips, microslides, and tachistoslides 
is produced by Keystone. A flash meter for tachistoscopes 
can be attached enabling the operator to flash exposures 
of from one to l/lOO of a second exposure on the screen.
The maximum aperture opening is 2 7/^ x 3 3/8 inches.
This projector has a 1000 watt lamp that is suction fan 
cooled and uses a 6 1/2 inch f 4.0 objective lens. A three 
way switch controls the fan and lamp making it impossible 
to have the lamp on until the fan is started. The lamp 
housing is equipped with an external adjustment knob en­
abling the operator to increase or decrease the brilliance 
of the projector by moving a rod forward or backward. 
Keystone overhead projector: price $225.00.
^^Charles Beseler Company, op̂ . cit. (Brochure 5575-
Nat T1) .
^^National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., pp. cit.p. 60—6l.
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Pennsylvania^^^eystone View Company (Brochure 37, Meadville,
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Projection Optics Company, Inc. The Transpaque 
Junior 6000 is equipped with a 500 watt blower cooled 
projection lamp, a 14- inch objective lens, and a 10 x 10 
inch aperture. Accessories include a folding support 
shelf, an acetate roll (for writing information for pro­
jection) , and a carrying case. Transpaque Junior 6000: 
price, without case, $395.00.
The Transpaque II combination over-head projector 
with overhead components has an aperture opening of 10 x 
10 inches. The same choice of from 4 to 40 inch projection 
lenses and 500 or 1000 watt blower cooled projection lamp 
is available. The projection head is identical on either 
the overhead or the opaque. Only the light sources and 
bases vary. Transpaque II: price with overhead base and
depending on choice of objective lens, $490.00.^^
Victorlite Industries, Inc. Victorlite presents a 
number of overhead projectors. The Visual Cast Challenger 
is a 500 watt, blower cooled projector. Projection is 
accomplished by a 9 inch diameter aperture and a 14 inch 
objective lens. Accessory items include: 2 x 2  and 3 1/4
X  4 inch slide attachments, a double roll attachment, and
2 5Projection Optics Company (Brochure no. P.O. 53, 
East Orange, New Jersey).
^^Ibid., (Brochure no. P.O. 49).
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a tachistoscope attachment. Double roll attachments allow 
a 100 feet of material to be rolled from one side of the 
projector to the other. Visual Cast Challenger: price
$265.00.̂ ’̂
The Traveler is available in 2 models, the standard 
and the fold down. Both models consist of the same features 
which include: a 7 x 9 inch aperture, a 500 watt blower
cooled lamp, a 14 inch objective lens, and 220 volt opera­
tion. The fold down traveler uses new light weight plastic 
condensers which eliminate the ring pattern so often seen 
on the screen. The weight and collapsability of the fold 
down model make it readily portable. Traveler rigid
model without case: price $270.00. Traveler fold down
2 Aplastic model without case: $300,00.
The VisualCast Instructor has an enlarged aperture 
of 10 X 10 inches. A double blower cools the 500 watt 
projection lamp which throws light through a 14 inch pro­
jection lens. This projector can be equipped for 750 or 
1000 watt lamp. Built-in plastic roll reels are standard 
equipment on this model. Accessory items include a front 
shelf, side shelves, 3 l/4 x 4 inch slide attachment,
27Victorlite Industries, Inc. (Brochure, Los Ange­
les, California).
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tachistoscope attachment, and a carrying case. VisualCast 
Instructor without case; price $294»00«
Other models include the VisualCast X-Ray for medi­
cal x-ray viewing, the VisualCast Sanatorium for on the 
ceiling pro iection, and a special VisualCast X=Ray model 
with variable voltage c ontrol. The prices of these models 
range from $414»00 to $2 ,830.00*^'^
29Victorlite Industries, Inc. (Brochure, Los Ange­
les, California),
30National Audio-Visual Association, Inc. o£, cit,,
ppo 64-65»
CHAPTER V 
SPECIAL PROJECTION EQUIPMENT 
I • INTRODUCTION
Within this chapter are discussed some of the
special purpose projection aids and those aids not easily
classified in standard areas * Some of the newes t types of 
projection equipment are considered in this chapter. The 
use and selection of this equipment greatly depends on the 
need of the school. As is true with all projection aids, the 
use and selection of this equipment greatly depends on the 
need of the school. As is true v/ith all projection aids,
the need or desired use must be present in the particulcir
school system^ or the purchase of the equipment is quite 
pointless. Therefore, it is necessary for the visual aid 
specialist to assist the educator in determining the worth 
of a particular product in relation to classroom use and 
instructional improvement. The selection of this type of 
equipment should involve the participation of the teacher 
who is going to use it.
II. SPECIAL PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.
American Optical Company. Produced by the American 
Optical Company is the AO Projection Magnifier. Based on 
the order of an opaque projector this device magnifies
d w )
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printing, pictures, or any opaque material placed within 
its surface. This simple device equipped with a 40 watt 
110 volt lamp will magnify three or five times depending 
on the choice of the model. The viewing window covers an 
area of 4 1/2 x 12 inches. Fifty eight square inches (the 
maximum) of the platen is covered when subject material is 
enlarged three times. Enlarging five times brings the area 
of the platen down to 45 square inches. The weight of 
either model is 18 lbs
The AO Projection Magnifier, used as a reader, may 
not be widespread, but may be able to solve for some 
children as well as adults some specific reading problems. 
Some of these problems have been connected with poor vision 
With this device the special student can at least see to 
read and with further teacher assistance may bee erne a pro= 
ficient reader.
Microprojection and projectors have gradually begun 
to be used in some quantity in the school systems of the 
country. Some of the advantages of this visual device are 
quite obvious. With the microprojector the teacher can 
point out certain specimens clearly to an entire class at 
the same time. The cost of equipping an entire class with 
micros copes need not be done if this instrument is used.
The time that was consumed by the teacher going from micro-
^American Optical Company (Brochure, Buffalo, 
New York) .
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scope to microscope (adjusting, checking, and finding) can 
be put to better use by using more and better microproject ion 
slides* The advanced student can better go to his own micro- 
scope with the confidence of visualizing the right materials 
than can the beginners for which the microprojector should 
mainly be used*
Bausch and Lomb Optical Company. This company has 
several types and models of microprojectors available for 
schools* The Tri-Simplex Microprojector is an inexpensive 
microslide projector equipped with a 100 watt lamp, convec­
tion cooled lamp, and a 5X microscope lens* Two other lenses 
can easily be mounted in the triple objective carrier making 
available low, medium, and high powered magnification*
Lamps can easily be replaced by lifting of the lamp house 
cover. Accessories such as lenses, polarizer, and projection 
eye pieces are available. This projector may be operated 
either vertically or horizontally without causing undue 
strain on the projection lamp. Tri-Simplex: price $150.OCL̂
The SpeedMatic Microprojector by Bausch and Lomb 
is a quality microprojector for microscopic slides and live 
microscopic material projection. The light source of this 
projector is an electronically fed arc lamp that is convec­
tion cooled* Due to the automatic feed system on full hour 
of viewing is possible without readjustment of the arc.
^Bausch and Lom[b Optical Company (Brochure E-248. 
150 Rochester, New York, Nov., 1955)*
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Replacement of carbons is relatively easily accomplisbed by 
following the diagram printed on a metal plate attached to 
the projector. At a distance of 12 feet magnification from 
30Z to 3000X is possible. SpeedMatic: price $1335,00 (the
electronic illuminating stand is available at a lesser cost 
when Using school owned laboratory microscopes with Bausch 
and Lomb attachments, price $810,00,^
Bioscope Manufacturing Company. This company has in 
production the Master 60. Projection of microslides is 
accomplished by using a 100 watt lamp. 5Z, lOZ and 20Z 
magnifying objective lenses are standard equipment. This 
projector is light weight, weighing 14 lbs, and is self 
enclosed within its own case. An ocular is provided to 
permit the projectors use as a standard microscope. Master 
60; price $165,00
E, Leitz, Inc. Available from E, Leitz for use with 
their Prado 250, Prado 500, and Prado 66 standard slide pro- 
jectors are a series of micro attachments. The small 
micro attachment (for magnification up to 240Z at a distance 
up to 20 ft), the large micro attachment (for magnification 
up to 2400Z at a distance up to 40 ft.), and a vertical 
Diascope attachment with horizontally arranged object stage
^Bausch and Lomb Optical Company, (Brochure E-246, 
Rochester, New York, June, 1957),
^National Audio-Visual Association, Inc,, The Audi o- 
Visual Equipment Directory (Fairfax, Virginia : National
Audio Visual Association, Inc., 1959), p. 70,
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for magnification up to 70% at screen distances up to 20 
feet) , comprise the attachments. Magnification up to 2400% 
at a 40 foot screen distance is possible in a horizontal 
stage by use of the large vertical micro attachment. By 
using these attachments in conjunction with the Leitz slide 
projector satisfactory results can be obtained in micropro-
5jection.
Ray os cope Company. The DeLiixe Microprojector pro­
duced by the Rayoscope Company is capable of projecting 
microslides and live microscopic material. A special white 
light increases the possible candle power and the cooling 
is accomplished by forced air. This model comes equipped 
with 3%, 10%, and 20% magnification. The projector may be 
purchased without lenses and school lenses substituted there­
by cutting the cost. Deluxe Micro Projector; price
6without lens $2 77.00.
Bell and Howell Company. The 173BG Time and Motion 
Study 16mm Projector produced by the Bell and Howell company 
is an extremely useful instrument for motion picture frame 
by frame study. Speeds from 800 to 1500 frames per minute, 
not second, are possible through the use of an electric 
governor. Sound and silent speed is also possible. A 
special hand crank allows the projector to operate, one 
frame at a time, forward or reverse. A frame counter is
^E. Leitz, Inc. (Brochure 31-8a/Engl., New York) , ppi2-7 
^Rayoscope Company (Brochure Delaware, Ohio).
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attached so as to easily find the same area, or series of 
frames, a second time. Capacity maximum for this projector 
is 400 ft. A 750 watt blower cooled lamp supplies the light 
source necessary. 173Bd Time and Motion Study Projector: 
price $458.50.
Eastman Kodak Company. The Kodak Analyst II is a 
16mm motion picture projector designed with a variable rheo­
stat control that provides projection speeds from 5 to 24 
frames per second. An instant control device allows the 
operator to stop or reverse the direction without hesita­
tion. The projector is light weight and easily portable,
A 750 watt lamp with the capability of 1000 watts when 
necessary supplies the light source for the 2 inch f 1.6 
lens, A 400 foot reel is maximum capacity for this projec­
tor. This projector is equipped with a built-in viewer for0
analysis purposes. Analyst II: price $390.00.
Analysis of football, basketball, marching band, 
drill team, and other formation type activities le ni them­
selves to motion picture study. By taking movies of these 
various activities and studying the results much can be 
learned about movement and mistakes. New ideas can be 
developed more readily through the repeated visualization of 
scenes. Errors in fonnation and plays can be shown to
"^National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., _0£. cit.,
p. 69.
^Eastman Kodak Company, Audio-Visual Froducts (Bro­
chure V2-27 Rochester, New York, July 19 58), p. 11.
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students and corrections can become more positive. There 
is no question who was out of place and when it happened. 
Through the use of the controlled speed 16mm motion picture 
projector much can be accomplished that previously was left 
to word picture and memory.
Sawyer's Inc. For the elementary or pre-school stu­
dent Saw}^er*s Inc. has provided the teacher and pupil with 
a colorful choice of 16mm slides and records , A View-Master 
Deluxe 16mm slide projector is used to project specially 
mounted stereo slides. The projector itself projects only 
in 2 dimensions, but the slide viewer, when used separately, 
will create the effect of third dimension. The projector 
is made of plastic and uses a 100 watt convection cooled 
lamp. Projection must be accomplished at relatively close 
distances in order to maintain the color brilliance. Unit 
kits designed by Sawyer include a View Master reel, corre­
lated reader, a record, and a teacher’s folder guide. Each 
View Master reel contains seven colored slides all having key 
numbers. The reader is illustrated, presenting the story or 
lesson, and is correlated with the 33 1/3 record which in­
cludes mood music, vocal, and orchestra accompaniment. Re­
lated activities are suggested by the teacher’s folder which 
also provides a means of storage and filing. Materials can 
be found in such subject areas as natural science, social 
studies, literature and music. The use of this projection 
device at home or in the school should help the younger
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student get a better than average start in school, View- 
Master Deluxe Projector; price $19.95.^
^Sawyer’s Inc. (Brochure VMCat.4 Portland, Oregon)
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS
The role played by an individual, as stated in the 
introductory chapter, in selecting audio-visual equipment 
for school usage is extremely important. A photographic 
background will help in understanding and being able to ask 
the right questions of sales personnel. An interest in the 
use of the equipment and some knowledge of its application 
will aid in better equipment selection. Careful selection 
of an individual to be responsible for procuring audio­
visual equipment, will result in saving of time and will 
help to eliminate poor selection of equipment.
8mm and 16mm Projectors. With the more recent de­
velopment of 8mm motion picture equipment a new area has 
been opened in audio-visual equipment. The use of 8mm pro­
jectors has developed an easy and sensible approach to re­
duce high film costs and makes possible a home production 
medium. The recent developments, especially in the pro­
duction medium. The recent developments, especially in the 
production of sound 8mm pictures, has opened a new visual 
aid of a practical nature to every school in this country.
By cutting the cost of individual film production to less 
than half the cost of shooting 16mm films, some of the funds 
saved may be used in adding sound to the home or school pro-
(122)
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duced films. Within the next ten years more and more schools 
will be producing films to meet their own specific needs 
found in a local area. Exchanges with other schools could 
be established and audio-visual sense learning will be using 
a new medium of production —  8mm sound motion pictures. The 
usefulness of the 8mm sound motion picture seems to have no 
end and with the usefulness of this medium further developed, 
the final end will be even further away.
Both the 8mm and 16mm projection equipment has made 
technical advances which can not help but benefit the schools 
of the nation. Among the most recent, and one of the most 
useful advantages of the 16mm projector, is the addition of 
magnetic sound. This device, previously discussed, is used 
much the same as a tape recorder. Sound may be added at any 
point in the picture. Any instructor’s comments or criticism 
can be added and these may be changed at will as subject 
matter or methods of presentation change. No longer need a 
film’s sound track be dated. Sound may be made so as to keep 
students abreast with current trends in history math, science 
or music. In this way the film’s age will be less of a factor 
in determining its usefulness for a particular subject. With 
the magnetic sound track mood music can be added to fit the 
various grade levels to whom a film may be shown. Having 
this ability to change the sound track at will, will again 
help to solve the problem of which film to produce for a 
particular grade level. With the sound being adjustable, to
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possibly a six to eight year range, the usefullness of a 
^11^ may well be increased* Local color or local situations 
which are almost impossible to cover in a commercial film 
designed to cater to as large an audience as possible may 
now have magnetic sound added so that the values of local 
transfer of learning will be thoroughly grounded. This one 
particular technical advance in 16mm motion picture projec­
tion has begun to help the class room teacher break down 
local classroom individual differences* Through the use of 
magnetic sound many of the existing silent amateur films may 
be enhanced by the addition of sound.
Permanent lubrication, built-in lamp reflectors, and 
variable focus lenses are important recent motion picture 
projector advances* Each of these has been discussed 
previously. At this point it might be well to remind the 
projector user that over lubrication causes more damage to 
projectors than any other single mechanical or electrical 
failure. Permanent lubrication has placed a practical con­
trol on the student running around with the oil can. Built“ 
in reflectors within the lamp itself have made possible a 
more brilliant light with less wattage. This in turn has 
reduced the problem of projector over heating thus reducing 
noisy fan speed. Lenses that have several focal lengths have 
been extremely helpful to the school that can purchase only 
one or two projectors* With one lens doing the job of two 
or three costs can be cut. The old problem of moving the
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screen or the projector back and forth so as to fill the 
screen with the entire image can now be controlled simply 
with the twisting of the front lens element* One projector 
can be used to project in large rooms, from the rear of the 
audience as it should be, as well as in the small class room.
The technological advances made in the last few 
years in both the 8mm and 16mm motion picture projectors is 
almost overwhelming. This progress has not ended nor can it. 
With the best selection of this type of equipment in mind for 
the needs of a particular school a big step forward has been 
made in audio-visual education.
Slide and Still Projectors. Possibly the greatest 
development of projection equipment in recent times falls 
in the area of slide and filmstrip projectors. The wide 
use of the 35mm still camera has had much to do with this 
most recent technical advance. Many teachers are owners of 
35mm cameras and have many slides that have tremendous 
educational information. They should be used in the class­
room. Each school should be building a slide film library 
of local historic and scientific data. In the West in par­
ticular many of the old historic homes, mills, forts, camp- 
ground s , and a multitude of other valuable historic data 
should be preserved. Photographs provide an inexpensive 
way of preservation and a means of keeping our historic 
American culture. The value of the slide and film strip 
projector has most certainly been established.
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How to choose the best projector again depends on the 
need and use in any given school situation. A straight 
manual type of projector is the most useful if only one can 
be purchased. This single projector can project one slide, 
one at a time and can be used for filmstrips when the need 
arises •
The semi-automatic and automatic projectors have 
many advantages over the manual type of projection. With 
semi-automatic projection a long remote control cord can be 
used thereby giving the teacher considerable freedom to move 
about the room monitoring the class and pointing out essential 
facts of the lesson being taught. The automatic machine pro­
vides the additional feature of time cycle changes that allow 
electronic signal devices to automatically change the slide 
from a pre-determined, pre-set time cycle of projection to a 
given pace predetermined by the teacher. These are a few of 
the basic considerations one must decide upon before the pur­
chase of any projector is contemplated.
Next the equipment purchaser decides which of several 
hundred slide and film strip projectors have the qualifica­
tions necessary to fill a particular school need. First of 
all consideration must be given to the amount of illumination 
produced by a given projector. The recent technological 
advance of placing a reflector within the projection lamp 
has added additional screen brilliancy and reduced the 
wattage of the lamp previously necessary for projection.
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This type of lamp is similar to the one used in 8 and 16mm 
projectors . Its use in conjunction with slide and film strip 
projectors is extremely limited at this time. As the reflec­
tor lamp’s Use becomes greater both the weight and the costs 
of projectors will be reduced due to the unnecessary expense 
in producing projectors with special lamp housings to support 
the necessary reflecting surfaces. Another advantage of the 
reflector lamp is that of not having reflectors that are con­
stantly out of adjustment. The permanently installed re­
flect or within the lamp will operate only in one position, 
thereby eliminating further adjustment. Other features such 
as focal length of lenses, size of lens apertures, and auto­
matic features have been discussed within the introductory 
sections of each chapter.
One of the newest automatic features in slide projec­
tors is the use of a built-in tape recorder. This coupled 
with a high frequency sound enables the instructor to pre­
record his lecture placing slide changes vdienever it is 
deemed necessary.
It might be well to remember that automatic projec­
tors must be handled more carefully than manual projectors 
and that students operating these machines may place them 
in the repair shop more often than is necessary.
The features of both the slide and the film strip 
projector are basically the same with the exception of the 
film changing mechanism, therefore what applies to one
C12B)
applies to the other.
Opaque and Overhead Projectors. The Opaque and 
Overhead projectors have similar types of mechanical 
reflectancy. Both use a series of mirrors or prisms and 
high lamp wattage of approximately 1000 watts. The need 
for this type of equipment is not always seen by the ad­
ministrator or the teacher. Possibly this is one exception 
to the rule of allowing the situation to demand the product. 
It would be advisable if each school had an opaque and an 
overhead projector at its disposal. The usefullness of 
these two items will grow with the knowledge of what can be 
done with this type of projection. As these projectors be­
come more plentiful within each school system, supplementary 
devices, such as the recently developed polorizing unit, 
will be made available to the schools. This particular de­
vice has been used successfully in the study of the circu­
latory system of the body enabling each student to see mo­
tion or direction that the blood takes as it passes through 
the system.
In the selection of the opaque and overhead projec­
tors the purchaser must keep in mind such things as the 
wattage, size of the aperture, focal length of lenses, 
quality of mirrors, effeciency of the cooling system, and 
the availability of attaching accessory equipment.
Special Projection Equipment. Special projection 
equipment can cover so many audio-visual aids that it is
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difficult to give full justice to this section or to even 
begin to cover the material in this area* What has been 
done is to cover representative equipment that the author 
felt had considerable merit and use in the schools cf 
Montana. The need and knowledge of products such as those 
covered in Chapter V will depend on the tea cher * s familiarity 
and understanding of each product* Time and motion equip­
ment has had appeal to coaches and science teachers in 
particular* Microprojection has found a real home in the 
crowded class room of today’s school* The elementary school 
may find considerable use in individual viewers placed in the 
pupil’s hands.
The area of special projection equipment has no end. 
Its development will be continuous as the need for new 
equipment arises. Only the imagination draws a stopping 
point in the area of special projection equipment.
Final Conclusions* Within each introduction of the 
various chapters of this thesis will be found all of the 
basic essentials necessary for the selection of a specific 
type of visual aid equipment* This information is not de­
signed to be a final means of testing the worth of a par­
ticular product, but will establish a basis of choosing vAiich 
projectors may best meet the needs of any given school 
audio-visual program. The information obtained from pro­
jector manufacturers has been presented in this thesis to 
help in the initial selection of equipment. No one item of
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equipment produced by any manufacturer can be said to be 
the "best". Each manufacturer has a product that was 
developed either primarily for school use or for the amateur 
using such a product in his home. This factor might well 
be remembered when the durability of a product is at stake. 
Suitability for school use will require a sturdy durable 
piece of equipment that can be used by many hands over a 
long period of time.
The analysis of the various projection devices is 
not a consumer report nor a special laboratory test report.
One reason for this is the lack of standardization within 
the industry to establish minimum equipment standards. 
Experience by the author with equipment and its repair has 
helped to make the analysis in this thesis as usable for 
school personnel inexperienced in the selection of audio­
visual equipment as possible. No attempt has been made to 
compare one make projector with another in order to prove 
that one or the other is the best. Photographs have been 
supplied in order to recognize types of equipment and to 
give meaning to size and weight of projection equipment.
Eor those individuals not aware of certain types of equip­
ment, the photographs should provide a means of introduction
for future understanding.
The use of a chart that would indicate to the reader 
which machines have particular features was given considera­
tion, but not used due to the multitude of fixed and accessory
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items for any given product. Lamp wattage will give an 
example of one of the difficulties found in the use of a 
chart. Manufacturer A has a projector producing a light 
brilliancy of 750 watts, B has a projector producing 1000 
watts , It is obvious that projector B will give a more 
brilliant screen image, or is it? If just the figures of 
750 and 1000 watts are to be compared then B does produce 
the most brilliant image, but if A has one of the newer 
types of reflector systems in use on many of the projectors 
today it may be found that both projector A and B are pro­
ducing the same amount of reflected screen light.
Another example can be found in the amount of light 
projected on a screen with the comparison of several lenses 
all having different lens apertures. A lens having an 
aperture of f 2.8 will transmit more light than a lens with 
an aperture of f 3.5. Once again the wattage of a lamp does 
not tell the story of the brilliancy of the projected image. 
Therefore, a chart would become so over burdened with little 
facts notes, and exceptions that it would serve no real 
function in the ease of selecting audio-visual equipment.
The use of descriptive data and the accompanying 
analysis was the only way this study could arrive at any 
useful objective. With the multitude of equipment entering 
the audio-visual field each year, it is not feasible to 
describe and analyze all the products on the market today 
in a limited study. By using representative types of 
equipment a complete coverage of existing types of projection
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equipinent was possible* The material represented here in 
no way begins to completely cover all the projection products 
on the market today. In the slide projector area alone 
there is a lack of representative equipment due to the 
continual entrance of new manufacturers, in this area in 
particular, each month. Amateur and home use of slide pro­
jectors has created this demand and not the school needs. 
Therefore, the school equipment purchaser must be on the 
lookout for inexpensive and poorly constructed items of 
equipment and at the same time be looking for a new and 
usable amateur product that might better serve the school 
he represents. With the information given on each type of 
equipment represented in this thesis the prospective purchaser 
should be in a position to start looking for a product that 
will meet any desired use of the school. Knowledge of the 
products in the market can be of considerable help in 
selecting the right item of equipment to solve any one of a 
given number of problems. The time consumed in writing for 
all the descriptive literature or projection manuals can be 
saved by reading through the descriptive analysis given 
within this thesis. Few people realize the vastness of 
equipment on the market today or the many changes that are 
rapidly taking place. If the administrator had information 
such as has been presented here he would have a guide for 
the selection of audio-visual equipment for his particular 
needs .
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The purchaser must know the dealer and know his serv­
ice. One of the most important, possibly the most important 
single fact in the selection of equipment, is the ability to 
have an item serviced. This single factor might well be 
carried to the point of choosing a projector with fewer 
features if the servicing is available in the local area.
The integrity of the dealer and his service policy can assure 
the user of fewer headaches.
The selection of any one manufacturer’s product as 
being the best is out of the question. Individual needs 
of the particular school dictate the selection of a product.
If the product does not fi,t the needs of the school then 
there is a little if any point in purchasing such a product. 
The careful choice of the item of equipment is of extreme 
importance to any administrator or teacher. The decision 
to purchase audio-visual equipment should be made well in 
advance of the arrival of a salesman. The numerous projec­
tion devices and the duplication of products produced by 
various manufacturers will continue to make the selection 
of equipment difficult, especially in the slide projector 
area. The equipment growth in this area in the last few 
years has increased by several times the number of possible
models to be selected.
The initial planning of an audio-visual program should 
involve the care and consideration for the selection of 
equipment in much the same manner as an administrator mi^t
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proceed in the selection of textbooks. Consideration given 
to the selection of audio-visual equipment is just the 
beginning of a sound audio-visual program. Program planning 
should be endless. Equipment selection is only one small 
part of a pipg*essive audio-visual program, but its import­
ance must not be overlooked.
There is no beginning or end to the many 
activities involved in planning and administering 
an audio-visual program. Rather, all the activities 
proceed simultaneously and necessarily continuously.
1Walter A. Wittioh and Charles F. Schuller, Audio- 
Visual Materials Their Nature and Use (second edition;
New York Harper and brothers, 195 7 ) , p.538.
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APPENDIX A.
FORM LETTER
January 28, 1959
Gentlemen:
I am requesting information on audio-visual equip­
ment for use at all educational levels to be used in the 
writing of a master’s thesis with the tentative title of ’’Educational Usage of Electronic Audio-Visual Equipment".
This material is needed for a survey of currently 
available equipment in the following categories:
projectors, motion (70mm, 35mm, I6mm, 8mm), still 
(slide and film strip), background, overhead, 
opaque, editing equipment, recording equipment (stereo tapes and records), and anything that 
might be used in conjunction with electronic 
visual aids .
Any new aids in the engineering or designing phase which may be available for educational use in the near future 
I am especially interested in.
Thank you.
Edmund K. Colby 
Graduate Student 
School of Education 
Montana State University
Mailing address:
521 Keith 
Missoula,
Avenue
Montana
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APPENDIX B,
FIGURE 1
BELL AND HO"ELL AUTO LOAD 
ôr.f-î MOTION PICTURE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 2
PAILLARD-BOLEX KG G m  MOTION 
PICTURE PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 3
BELL AND HOWELL FILMOSOUND 
SPECIALIST 399 16PM 
MOTION PICTURE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 4
BELL AND HOWELL FILIAOSOUND 
302 OPTICAL-MAGNETIC 
I6M4 MOTION PICTURE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 5
BELL AND HOWELL 614-CB JAN 
l6riM MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 6
BUSCH TWO-WAY 6-A I6MM 
MOTION PICTURE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 8
EASTMAN KODAK KODASCOPE PAGEANT AV-154-S 
16m m  MOTION PICTURE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 10
GRAFLEX (AMPRO) SUPER STYLIST 
161W1 MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 11
HARWALD MOVIE-MITE SUPREME C-400 
16MM MOTION PICTURE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 12
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA RCA SENIOR 
MI-I338-C/MI-I3I2-C 
16mm motion PICTURE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 13
RADIO CORPORATION OF AiViERICA 400 PORTO-ARC 
ES-1316-A I 6 m  MOTION PICTURE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 14
TECHNICAL SERVICE TECLITE 3-15
16m m  m o t i o n picture
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 15
ARGUS MODEL III SLIDE PROJECTOR 
AND REMOTE CONTROL CHANGER
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FIGURE 16
BAUSCH AND LÜMB BALÛMATIG 500
SLIDE PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 17
BELL AND HOWELL SPECIALIST 724 
FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 19
BELL AND HOWELL STREAMLINER 500 DUO
SLIDE PROJECTOR
(161)
FIGURE 20
BELL AND HOWELL EXPLORER 742SLIDE PROJECTOR
(162)
FIGURE 21
BRUMBERGER AIR-O-MATIG #1311SLIDE PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 22
EASTMAN KODAK KODASLIÛE SIGNET 500 FILMSTRIP 3F 
( SHO m  WITH SEMIAUTOMATIC SLIDE 
CHANGE ADAPTER) PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 23
EASTMAN KODAK 300, MODEL I 
SLIDE PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 2 5
FR CORPORATION MINISLIDE PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 26
LEFT; GRAFLEX SCHOOL I4ASTER 750 
FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE PROJECTOR, 
RIGHT: SCHOOL I4ASTER 500
FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE 
PROJECTOR
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GRA
.FLEX SCHOOL MASTER 750 FILÎ4STRIP 
AND SLIDE PROJECTOR WITH REMOTE 
CONTROL CHANGER AND FILMSTRIP VIEliî R
Most Vers.itiie of All Classroom P
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FIGURE 28
GRAFLEX CONSTELLATION MARK II 
SLIDE PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 29
LA BELLE SLIDE PROJECTOR 
WITH 6 INCH MAGAZINE 
ATTACHED
m
FIGURE 30
REALIST 400 AUTOD-IATICSLIDE PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 31
STANDARD PROJECTOR AND EQUIPMENT 
750-C FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 32
LEFT; VIEVkXEX V-2 5 FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE 
PROJECTOR. RIGHT: VIEWLEX V-500FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 33
VIEWLEX VIEWTALK SOUND 
FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR 
AND AUDIO DEVICE
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FIGURE 34
.«•ŒRICAN OPTICAL STANDARD GK, 
3 1/4 X 4 INCH SLIDE 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 3 5
AMERICAN OPTICAL AO OPAQUE 1000 
OPAQUE PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 36
CHARLES BESELER VU-LYTE II OPAQUE PROJECTOR
(178)
FIGURE 37
SQUIBB-TAÏLOR SPOTLIGHT TSL 
WITH ELECTRIC POINTER 
OPAQUE PROJECTOR
(179)
FIGURE 38
AMERICAN OPTICAL AO DELINEA3C0PE 3 550 OVERHEAD PROJECTOR AND POLARIZING DISC
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FIGURE 39
CHARLES BESELER VU-GRAPH ROYAL 
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 40
KEYSTONE 1055 OVERHEAD 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 41
LEFT: VICTORLITE VI3UALCAST IKSTRUGTOR
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR. RIGHT: VICTOR­
LITE VISUALCAST TRAVELER OVERHEAD 
PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 42
AIRIER I CAN OPTICAL AO PROJECTION MAGNIFIER
(184)
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FIGURE 43
BELL AND KOl/VELL 173BD TIIAE AND MOTIONSTUDY PROJECTOR
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FIGURE 45
SAlfYER'3 VIEW-MASTER STANDARD 
16MM SLIDE PROJECTOR
